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LETTER TO MEMBERS
March 2021
To MMI Members and Friends,
Welcome to the newest edition of the MMI Journal of Investment Advisory Solutions,
a compendium of research reports and articles on topics critical to the ongoing
evolution of investment advisory solutions. The Journal is one of the many ways we are
providing MMI members with informed perspective from industry thought leaders and
subject matter experts.
For this edition, it is impossible to ignore the COVID-19 crisis. Accordingly, we
identified the following areas of focus:
• The “Next” Normal—The impact of the pandemic on the delivery of investment
advisory solutions—what changes will endure and which will prove temporary?
• The Acceleration of Digitalization—How the pandemic-inspired adoption of new
technology and data science is hastening the redefinition of traditional processes,
roles, and relationships across the client experience spectrum.
• ESG Goes Mainstream: What’s Next?—With the events of 2020 shining a bright
light on a host of environmental, social and governance issues, how will firms deliver
the more nuanced approaches clients are now demanding—especially in terms of
Climate Change and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion?
• Special Interest—Thought-provoking topics that advance knowledge and discussion
within the investment advisory community.
Enjoy the latest Journal—as always, we welcome your feedback.

Marilee Ferone
Chair, MMI Board of Governors
Advisors Asset Management
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The Impact of the Pandemic and the Delivery
of Investment Advisory Solutions
Ricardo L. Cortez, CIMA
Executive Summary
The pandemic plunged most countries into recession in 2020. Governments and central banks around
the world acted rapidly to mitigate the crisis by enacting stimulus programs and accommodative monetary
policies. These programs led to a strong resurgence in the financial markets during the second half of 2020.
Historical research suggests that previous pandemics have been followed by slower economic growth and
lower rates of return on financial assets. Research also suggests that high debt levels often inhibit robust
economic growth. Low interest rates have accelerated the rise in global debt levels. At the end of 2020,
global private and public nonfinancial debt had climbed to 256.9% of gross domestic product (GDP), the
highest level in many years. At the same time, U.S. stock market indices and equity valuations have surged
to all-time highs.
The combination of the pandemic, high debt and elevated equity valuations may result in lower stock
market returns in coming years. If this is the case, investment advisors will need to educate clients on how
to prosper in this new lower return environment.
Investment advisors have already begun to find new ways of communicating with clients through
technology and social communications. Advisors will need to provide education and resources in new ways.
They will need to explain why an emphasis on active versus passive management may be beneficial when
stock and bond returns are lower than the historical averages. They must educate clients on investments
that are uncorrelated with stocks and bonds—alternative strategies—that can be particularly helpful in
enhancing returns. And they will need to reinforce the need for diversification into other assets classes
and familiarize clients with such investments as real estate, commodities, currencies and digital assets.

A Historical Perspective on Previous Pandemics
The COVID-19 pandemic plunged most countries into recession in 2020, with global per capita income
contracting the most since 1870. The economic environment in 2020 represented the weakest showing by
global economies in at least 60 years.1
Throughout recorded history, there have been at least 15 large pandemic events with at least 100,000
deaths (Figure 1).

1 The World Bank, “The Global Economic Outlook During the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Changed World,” June 8, 2020.
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Figure 1: 15 Large Pandemic Events with at Least 100,000 Deaths
Event

Start

End

Number of Deaths

Black Death

1347

1352

75,000,000

Italian Plague

1623

1632

280,000

Great Plague of Sevilla

1647

1652

2,000,000

Great Plague of London

1665

1666

100,000

Great Plague of Marseille

1720

1722

100,000

First Asia Europe Cholera Pandemic

1816

1826

100,000

Second Asia Europe Cholera Pandemic

1829

1851

100,000

Russia Cholera Pandemic

1852

1860

1,000,000

Global Flu Pandemic

1889

1890

1,000,000

Sixth Cholera Pandemic

1899

1923

800,000

Encephalitis Lethargica Pandemic

1915

1926

1,500,000

Spanish Flu

1918

1920

100,000,000

Asian Flu

1957

1958

2,000,000

Hong Kong Flu

1968

1969

1,000,000

H1N1 Pandemic

2009

2009

203,000

Source: G
 uido Alfani and Tommy E. Murphy, “Plague and Lethal Epidemics in the Pre-Industrial World,” The Journal
of Economic History, March 2017; Nassim Nicholas Taleb and Pasquale Cirillo, “Tail Risk of Contagious
Diseases,” Researchers. One, March 2020; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ epidemics and references
therein; Oscar Jorda, Sanjay R. Singh and Alan M. Taylor, “The Long Economic Hangover of Pandemics,”
Finance & Development, June 2020.

As of January 2021, there have been over two million deaths from COVID-19 worldwide. A recent analysis
by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) notes that “great historical pandemics of the past millennium
have typically been associated with subsequent low returns on assets.” Measured by deviations in the
natural rate of interest, pandemics are often followed by sustained periods—over multiple decades—with
depressed real rates of return. “This may reflect a lack of needed investment (because of excess capital
per unit of surviving labor), an increased desire to save (out of caution, greater uncertainty, or a desire to
rebuild depleted wealth), or both.”2
In the current economic environment, there are at least three factors that may attenuate the lower rates
of return. First, the death toll from COVID-19 relative to the total population could be smaller than that
of some of the major pandemics of the past, if modern medical care and public health measures are
more effective. Second, COVID-19 affects primarily the elderly, who are no longer in the labor force and
who tend to save relatively more than the young—a big difference from past centuries, when people had
shorter life expectancies. Third, aggressive counter-pandemic fiscal expansion will further boost public
debt, reducing the national saving rate and possibly putting upward pressure on real interest rates. If that
is the case, higher rates would possibly have an adverse effect on the repayment of debt by corporate and
governmental entities. While these factors may mitigate some of the dislocations that have followed past
pandemics, high debt and elevated equity valuations may offset some of these factors in coming years.

2	Oscar Jorda, Sanjay R. Singh and Alan M. Taylor, “The Long Economic Hangover of Pandemics,” Finance & Development,
June 2020.
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Global Debt
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic paralyzed economies around the world, economists were warning
about unsustainable debt in many countries. A surge in spending to mitigate the health and economic
impacts of the pandemic has brought world public and private nonfinancial debt as a percentage of GDP
to 256.9%, its highest level in over 20 years (Figure 2). Elevated levels of debt create a considerable drag on
future economic growth. Other types of debt—household, auto and student loans, as well as credit card
debt—have seen similar surges.3

Figure 2. World Public and Private Nonfinancial Debt as a Percentage of GDP
Quarterly Data, March 31, 1996–June 30, 2020

Sources: Ned Davis Research, Bank of International Settlements, Haver Analytics. Past performance does not
guarantee future results. For illustrative purposes only.

Some economists have noted that these high debt levels must be put into the context of geopolitics.
Dambisa Moyo, an international economist, says, “Perhaps more worrisome, China is now an important
creditor, which adds a geopolitical dimension to the concerns over debt. China is the largest foreign lender
not only to the United States, but to many emerging economies. This gives the Chinese political class

3 Dambisa Moyo, “Start Preparing for the Coming Debt Crisis,” Foreign Policy, October 20, 2020.
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enormous leverage. Naturally, the combination of strained U.S.-Chinese relations and the dependence of
many advanced and developing countries on continued Chinese credit and investment limits the scope for
negotiations on debt restructuring or moratoriums.”4
The global debt picture has become even more complicated because many of the conventional ways to
manage excess debt no longer look like credible options. For instance, the IMF has said that it is unlikely
that countries can simply grow their way out of debt. Conventional or even unconventional monetary
policies are also unlikely to provide any relief—interest rates in most developed economies are already
historically low and even negative, and central banks’ balance sheets are stretched from the policies they
have followed since the 2008–2009 financial crisis and expanded in the course of the pandemic.5

Equity Valuations
Stock market capitalization as a percentage of GDP is a metric that was popularized by American investor
Warren Buffett two decades ago. It compares the value of all stocks to the GDP. This measure has now
risen to an all-time high, higher than it was both during the 2000 dot-com bubble and the 2008–2009
financial crisis (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Stock Market Capitalization as a Percentage of GDP
Monthly Data, December 31, 1924–December 31, 2020 (Log Scale)

Sources: Ned Davis Research, Jim Bianco. Past performance does not guarantee future results. For
illustrative purposes only.

4 Ibid.
5 International Monetary Fund, “IMF Lending,” March 27, 2020.
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Another measure of equity valuation is the CAPE ratio, which was introduced years ago by Robert Shiller,
a 2013 Nobel Prize winner in economics and Yale professor. CAPE stands for “cyclically adjusted priceto-earnings ratio.” The measure uses real earnings per share (EPS) over a 10-year period to smooth
fluctuations in corporate profits of a business cycle (Figure 4).
While some observers have pointed out that accounting rules have changed and that comparing current
valuations with past valuations is problematic, CAPE has explained 90% of variation in 10-year returns over
the last 25-year period. This period also included a period in which accounting rules changed.6

Figure 4. S&P 500 Price-Earnings Using Real 10-Year Average Earnings (CAPE) Long-Term Trends7
Quarterly Data, March 31, 1928–September 30, 2020 (Log Scale)

Sources: Ned Davis Research, S&P Dow Jones Indices. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
For illustrative purposes only.

6 Michael Finke, “The Remarkable Accuracy of CAPE as a Predictor of Returns,” Advisors Perspective, July 20, 2020.
7 T he Standard & Poor’s 500 Index was launched on March 4, 1957. Prior to that, from 1923 to 1926, the index used in the chart
is the Standard Statistics Company’s (the predecessor company to Standard & Poor’s) market index consisting of the stocks
of 233 U.S. companies, computed weekly. From 1926 to March 4, 1957, the index used is the Standard Statistics Company’s
index consisting of 90 stocks, computed daily. The Standard Statistics Company merged with Poor’s Publishing in 1941 and on
March 4, 1957 the index was expanded to its current 500 companies and was renamed the S&P 500 Stock Composite Index.
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The CAPE ratio now stands at 30.9x, which places it in the top quintile of historical observations. In this
top quintile, the expected 10-year return for the S&P 500 from current levels is only 2.4% (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Average 10-Year S&P Annualized Real Total Return7 Based on Price/Average 10-Year Earnings
January 31, 1881–September 30, 2020

Sources: Ned Davis Research, Plexus Asset Management, Robert Shiller, Irrational Exuberance, Standard
& Poor’s, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Past performance does not guarantee future results. For
illustrative purposes only.

The Delivery of Investment Solutions
The coronavirus pandemic, high global debt and current elevated equity valuations suggest that stock
market returns in coming years may be lower than those of recent decades. Indeed, the next decade
could be a very different environment than we have seen in many years. A lower capital market return
environment may more resemble the 1960s–1970s period of stagflation. Or, as Ray Dalio of Bridgewater
Associates has suggested, this period may more resemble the late 1930s. While none of us know the future,
financial advisors must prepare for a multitude of scenarios.8
This is particularly challenging due to the dislocations caused by the pandemic. Financial advisors have
been forced to deliver investment advisory solutions in new ways. They are using technology to communicate
instead of face-to-face meetings. Homes have become offices. Advisors have had to rebuild and upgrade
access to their websites. Some have added content such as written articles, webinars and videos. They use
digital strategies such as automated email, texts and other communications. Advisors have also had to find
ways that clients and potential clients can access their websites through optimized search engine strategies.

8 Ray Dalio, “The Three Big Issues and the 1930s Analogue,” LinkedIn, August 28, 2019.
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As if this were not enough, advisors may have to do even more to support and attract clients. Here are
some major trends that advisors must address in 2021 in order to deliver superior investment solutions to
their clients:
1. There will be increased movement of advisors and their clients to independent platforms. During
periods of disruption and change, there will be increased movement of clients to advisors who offer
a new perspective. There will also be movement of advisors from larger firms to smaller firms and
platforms. There will also be more advisors who decide to become independent.
New advisory companies with robust platforms will allow advisors to grow their businesses within
a turnkey infrastructure, the newest technology and access to capital in order to help grow their
businesses. This shift creates opportunities to capture assets.
2. There will be a pressing need for more independence by advisors in their communications with
clients. The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated advisors’ desire for more freedom to communicate
via social media, self-brand and differentiate themselves. Many advisors are seeking the freedom to
serve clients as they see fit while building equity for themselves. Large traditional firms and platforms
will have to adapt their more structured and often rigid approach to this style of communication.
3. Advisors will continue to conduct business from home in the post-COVID environment. While
handshakes and in-person meetings will resume after the pandemic wanes, the convenience of
conducting business via email, texts, Zoom, webinars, etc. is likely to be a permanent change. Advisors
will need to acquire new skills to stay in front of clients in the digital world.
4. Access to the newest technology will be imperative in the interaction with clients and potential
clients. A common complaint about the advice industry has been the slow adoption of technology.
Paperless account opening options have been available for years, yet many advisors still rely on physical
paper and ink signatures. Advisors will need to change the delivery of these services through client
portals and cell phone applications. Financial advisors have also been late adopters of social media.
The average age of financial advisors in the U.S. is somewhere between 51 and 55 years. These advisors
will need to find ways to deliver their services digitally. They will need to use blogs, LinkedIn posts,
tweets and Instagram. For many advisors, this will likely mean bringing younger more digital-savvy
advisors onto their teams.
5. Acquiring new clients will differ from the traditional ways of marketing. Traditional advisors have in
the past connected with clients in their local communities, people who belonged to the same churches,
clubs and PTA groups. Advisors met with potential clients face-to-face, whether in the office or in their
homes. Advisors will need to build credibility through video and webinar presentations and via online
blogs or printed articles. Advisors will be marketing their services online more than ever before.
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6. There will be a resurgence of hedge funds. More than one-third of 185 investment firms for wealthy
family offices plan to boost alternative allocations amid the economic upheaval caused by the
pandemic, according to a survey by BlackRock, Inc. and Juniper Place, a London-based firm that helps
asset managers raise capital.9 More than three-quarters of family offices said they preferred long-short
equity hedge funds. The firms also plan to increase allocations to asset classes that typically made
up the bulk of their portfolios before the pandemic struck, such as private equity and real estate,
according to the survey. In addition, these firms are increasingly exploring sustainable investments,
with 80% of family offices now including some form of sustainable investment in their portfolio.
7. There will be increased emphasis on the diversification of client assets into new asset classes. The
adoption of uncorrelated strategies will take on added importance. These asset classes and strategies
may be unfamiliar to clients, as well as to advisors in many cases. Delivery of education on asset classes
such as real estate, currencies, commodities, gold and digital assets will be required to meet the
challenges of a potentially lower return capital markets environment.

Summary and Conclusion
The last decade has been a golden age for capital market returns. Stocks have achieved double-digit
capital gains. Bonds have appreciated in price as the result of the long-term decline in interest rates. To
the surprise of many, stock prices rose to all-time highs in 2020 despite the coronavirus pandemic—a
result of the unprecedented stimulus programs of the U.S. government and the accommodative policies
of the U.S. Federal Reserve. These stimulus programs have in return helped produce gains for bonds as
interest rates fell to their lowest levels in modern U.S. history.
Historical research tells us that lower investment returns have followed previous pandemics. While there
are reasons to believe that this time it might be different due to the introduction of an effective vaccine
and the fact that the older population has not been as important a factor in the workforce as in centuries
past, there is no doubt that there will be lasting disruptions in the economy caused by the coronavirus
pandemic. When we couple these potential dislocations with the enormous amount of global debt, which
will have to be addressed following the pandemic, and equity valuations, which by some measures are
now nearing a bubble, it is likely that the future environment for stocks and bonds will be far different in
coming years than in the last decade.
Financial and investment advisors have already been forced to adapt to a new social environment,
communicating with clients and potential clients through technology rather than face to face. A new
investment landscape means that advisors will have to further adapt to an environment in which
stock and bond returns may be lower than they have been in the past. The selection of individual
securities and asset classes may be more important in the future and advisors may have to take a more
active approach in the management of client portfolios. Risk management will also take on increased
importance. Advisors will have to consider alternative ways of capturing returns that are not available
using the buy-and-hold approach.
The good news is that investors will need wise and trustworthy investment advice more than ever. And
investors will need advisors to deliver robust investment advisory solutions through new technology and
social communication. The world changed in 2020. It is vitally important for advisors to do all they can to
guide their clients through this new world.

9 Bloomberg, January 6, 2021.
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OVERVIEW
AIM & SCOPE
For more than ten years, Kathy
Freeman Company has authored
Talent Trends Reports for the
investment industry. Our objective
is to provide unique insight about
corporate talent acquisition,
talent retention, and human
capital strategies. Our reports are
designed to offer valuable context
for CEOs, leaders, and human
resources executives who are
building firms and expanding
teams. They are also intended for
individuals who may be
contemplating their own career
decisions. During this time of
volatility and uncertainty, our
larger goal is to provide a deeper
understanding of the changing
dynamics of the landscape for
talent.

2020 has been unlike any year in our lifetime. To start the year, the
economy was booming, and the stock market had reached all-time
highs. Then, the pandemic hit. Government-ordered lockdowns resulted
in a 34% drop in the S&P 500 in March, which was followed by an
astounding rebound, trillions in government bailouts, and the possibility
of a vaccine by next year. Yet, so much uncertainty remains. During late
summer, the market rebounded to all-time highs which was followed by
another bout of volatility. It’s been a wild ride, to say the least.
So, what are the top-level findings? Asset Management distribution
leaders remain upbeat, but the pandemic has fast-tracked the need
to think and act differently. In the pages ahead, we offer analysis and
actionable recommendations about how to manage talent acquisition,
retention, compensation, and succession planning in the current
economic environment. We also discuss some specific pandemicrelated questions to provide insight about the Asset Management
industry’s ability to manage unexpected challenges due to the
pandemic.

TOP-LEVEL FINDINGS
1
THE PANDEMIC HAS CREATED A NEW WINDOW OF
OPPORTUNITY FOR TALENT

METHODOLOGY
This Talent Trends Report is
based on a survey of an exclusive
group of executive-level sales
and distribution leaders in Asset
Management conducted over two
three-week periods in February
2020 and July 2020. Because the
world changed so dramatically after
the February survey, we surveyed
the group again in July which
included some questions from the
February survey and new questions
that were more relevant due to
the pandemic. The differences
between the February and July
survey produced some illuminating
insights, which we share in the
following pages.
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2
THE PANDEMIC IS A POTENTIAL GAME-CHANGER FOR
INDUSTRY COMPENSATION

3
INNOVATION GAP: FIRMS NEED TRANSFORMATIONAL
THINKERS, BUT FIND THEM IN SHORT SUPPLY

4
EXECUTIVES ARE BULLISH ON ASSET GROWTH
DESPITE COVID-19

5
SUCCESSION PLANNING: LARGER FIRMS REMAIN
A STEP AHEAD

2020 Talent Trends Report: Asset Management Distribution Leadership

2 | 2020 Talent Trends Report

WHAT IS THE PROFILE OF OUR
DISTRIBUTION PARTICIPANTS?

+
25
YE A RS

+
10
Y E A RS

65% HAVE WORKED IN THE INVESTMENT
INDUSTRY FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS

72% HAVE HELD A LEADERSHIP ROLE
IN ASSET MANAGEMENT SALES &
DISTRIBUTION FOR 10+ YEARS

$1+

TR I L L I O N
25% ARE WOMEN IN ASSET MANAGEMENT
SALES & DISTRIBUTION LEADERSHIP

34% REPRESENT ASSET MANAGEMENT
FIRMS WITH $1+ TRILLION IN ASSETS

REPRESENTATIVE TITLES OF
CONTRIBUTING PARTICIPANTS
HEAD OF GLOBAL / U.S. DISTRIBUTION

HEAD OF GLOBAL STRATEGIC ACCOUNTS

HEAD OF RETAIL SALES

HEAD OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS / PLATFORM SALES

HEAD OF DCIO

HEAD OF PRIVATE WEALTH, RIA, FAMILY OFFICE

HEAD OF INTERMEDIARIES

DIVISIONAL SALES MANAGER

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

3 | 2020 Talent Trends Report
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I. THE PANDEMIC HAS CREATED
A NEW WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
FOR TALENT
After any economic crisis, there always seems to be a silver lining. One
positive finding might be a possible tipping point for talent acquisition in
Asset Management. Over 60% of respondents believe the pandemic will
allow their firms to access talent that was previously inaccessible.
JULY SURVEY

61%
BELIEVE THAT PREVIOUSLY INACCESSIBLE TALENT WILL BECOME
MORE WILLING TO CONSIDER A NEW FIRM DUE TO THE PANDEMIC
Based on recent conversations in our search work, three themes
emerge about why someone would now be willing to consider a move
to a new firm:
First, the remote work environment has transformed the priorities of
people working in the industry. After having time to reflect on their
careers while at home, individuals have begun to question whether
other companies would better support their new appreciation for
work/life balance. Second, some say their firm was not transparent or
sufficiently supportive during the pandemic. Third, others realize that
their firms are not as profitable or sustainable as they originally thought.
This bodes well for firms with a strong balance sheet and product mix.
The other possible silver lining the industry did not experience after the
last recession is continued hiring. As of July 2020, 71% of participants
said their firms would hire for new or open roles, mostly staff roles, for
the remainder of 2020.
Firms that continue to expand their workforce may want to take
advantage of this window of opportunity. They should consider
launching any future critical searches now while talent may be more
open to a conversation. Furthermore, if there is a specific individual your
firm has failed to attract in the past, the time is right to re-engage with
them.
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II. THE PANDEMIC IS A POTENTIAL GAME
CHANGER FOR INDUSTRY COMPENSATION
The pandemic is likely to be a game-changer for compensation, which has been a hot topic in Asset
Management for many years. Because industry margins steadily declined over the past decade, this
conversation has only accelerated with added profitability pressures due to the pandemic. The ongoing
concern is how to continue paying top performers, while mitigating overall payroll expense and impact to the
bottom line. This year, our survey findings suggest that the long-awaited inflection point for compensation may
have finally arrived.
JULY SURVEY

$$$
WILL THE PANDEMIC HAVE
A LONG-TERM IMPACT ON
COMPENSATION IN ASSET
MANAGEMENT DISTRIBUTION?

82%
SAID YES

IF “YES,” HOW WILL
COMPENSATION BE IMPACTED?

77%

SAID DECREASE
IN ANNUAL CASH
COMPENSATION

In February 2020, compensation for Asset Management distribution
talent was still trending up, as it had been for the past several years.
Given the bull market, 45% of respondents still experienced an increase
in their personal compensation from 2018 to 2019. Fifty percent said
their teams’ compensation was also up in 2019.
Then the market collapsed in Q2 2020, so it wasn’t surprising that a
mere 16% of distribution leaders in our July 2020 survey expected their
personal compensation to rise in 2020 compared to 2019. Beyond
the impact to their own compensation, 82% of respondents expect
the pandemic to have long-term implications on Asset Management
compensation. When queried on how the compensation shifts will likely
play out across the industry, 77% of distribution leaders polled expect
annual cash compensation to trend downward in the years ahead. This
is a substantial turnaround from February 2020 and the years leading
up to this pandemic.
In our view, the pandemic provides an opportunity for firms to rethink
compensation. Whether migrating away from a highly leveraged
commission model toward a base plus bonus structure, or scaling back
compensation levels and expectations for those new to the industry
or with less experience, reducing payroll costs appears to be on the
strategic planning agenda for Asset Management leadership this fall.

FEBRUARY SURVEY

16% UP

39%

FLAT

14%

16%

20%

2%

50%
45%

DOWN
DO YOU ANTICIPATE YOUR
2020 COMPENSATION WILL
BE UP, DOWN, OR FLAT
COMPARED TO 2019?

41%

29%

WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR
OWN COMPENSATION LEVEL IN
2019 COMPARED TO 2018?
INCREASED

28%
WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR
TEAM’S COMPENSATION LEVELS IN
2019 COMPARED TO 2018?

SLIGHTLY INCREASED

STAYED SAME

DECREASED

Kathy Freeman Company
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III. INNOVATION GAP: FIRMS NEED
TRANSFORMATIONAL THINKERS,
BUT FIND THEM IN SHORT SUPPLY
In a mature industry like Asset Management, innovation is a blockbuster
advantage. Yet, distribution leaders indicated there is significant room for
improvement on their own teams – a finding that was consistent in both
our February and July surveys.
Senior distribution leaders rated their teams a 6 on a 10-point scale for
their ability to think innovatively. When queried again in July amid the
pandemic, the rating only increased slightly to a 7 out of 10. This finding
is even more significant because 80% of respondents indicated that their
firms’ C-suite encourages innovation.

WE ASKED: HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR TEAM’S
ABILITY TO THINK INNOVATIVELY?
FEBRUARY SURVEY

JULY SURVEY

6/10

7/10

KEY QUESTIONS
FOR LEADERS TO
CONSIDER
• How do I define innovation?
• How do I encourage innovative
thinking on my team?
• How do I measure innovation
on my team?
• Is there an innovation gap at
my company or on my team
compared to another?
• How should I institutionalize
innovation on my team?
• Is my team accustomed to
noting insights from clients or
the competitive market to share
and ideate around?

Because Asset Management is an increasingly commoditized business,
innovation can be a major differentiator. Forward-leaning leaders cannot
drive innovation and efficiency without transformational thinkers on their
teams. However, innovative thinking is rarely a required skillset for a job,
nor is it a common benchmark in annual reviews. It should be.
Firms measure many human capital criteria, so similar metrics should
be applied to innovation. Once these metrics are in place, leaders will
have a way to assess innovative thinking on their teams and during
the interview process. Judging by the mediocre marks for innovation
given by respondents, clearly there’s additional work to be done and an
opportunity to be exploited.
The pandemic has negatively impacted the profitability of many, but
the most successful firms will look past today’s challenges and build for
tomorrow’s success. Whether realigning human capital to drive greater
impact, designing new products, establishing new delivery channels, or
creating thought leadership programs, now is the time for leadership
teams to encourage and measure innovation and transformational
impact across their organization.
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JULY SURVEY

80%
OF RESPONDENTS
INDICATED THEIR FIRMS’
C-SUITE ENCOURAGES
INNOVATION

IV. EXECUTIVES ARE BULLISH ON ASSET
GROWTH DESPITE COVID-19
Optimism remains high for distribution leaders. As of July 2020, more than 60% of respondents claimed to be
either optimistic or highly optimistic that their firms will see AUM growth for the remainder of the year despite
COVID-19. That number is down slightly from the 78% who were optimistic about their firms’ growth trajectory
back in February. What is somewhat surprising is leaders are even more optimistic about asset growth for 2021
– 82% of respondents are optimistic about their firms’ AUM growth for 2021 despite the pandemic.

FEBRUARY SURVEY

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE TRAJECTORY OF YOUR FIRM FOR 2020?

32%

46%

13%

HIGHLY OPTIMISTIC

OPTIMISTIC

NEUTRAL

JULY SURVEY

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FIRM’S OUTLOOK
FOR AUM GROWTH FOR THE REMAINDER OF 2020?

18%
HIGHLY OPTIMISTIC

43%

23%

OPTIMISTIC

NEUTRAL

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FIRM’S OUTLOOK
FOR AUM GROWTH FOR 2021?

18%
HIGHLY OPTIMISTIC

64%

12%

OPTIMISTIC

NEUTRAL

Optimism about future growth directly impacts talent decisions.
If a firm’s assets are increasing and revenue is climbing, then the
likelihood of any significant layoffs is reduced, and new job creation is a
possibility. This is great news given so many firms have had to reinvent
their business models and distribution organizations to remote-only
operations.
To that point, we have already seen firms re-architecting their businesses to address the changing nature of
the industry. We expect that trend to continue. More positive news is that leaders were encouraged about
the resiliency and adaptability demonstrated by their teams despite unprecedented operational disruptions
caused by the pandemic, as noted in the survey comments.

Kathy Freeman Company
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V. SUCCESSION PLANNING: LARGER
FIRMS REMAIN A STEP AHEAD
One encouraging finding from our research is that many Asset Management firms are taking succession
planning seriously. In July 2020, we asked respondents if there was an increased sense of urgency about
succession planning at their firms due to the pandemic, and 80% said no. However, numerous respondents who
replied “no” commented that they replied “no” because their firms had already addressed succession planning
before the pandemic. This is consistent with a finding from our February 2020 survey that 58% said their firms
made meaningful progress identifying next generation leaders in 2019. Similarly, an additional 58% said moving
next generation talent into leadership positions was either “extremely important” or “very important” at their firms.
FEBRUARY SURVEY

58%

SAID THEIR FIRMS MADE MEANINGFUL
PROGRESS IN FINDING NEXT
GENERATION LEADERS IN 2019
Although larger firms have focused on succession planning, many
smaller to mid-size firms we’ve worked with have not. For smaller
firms, the pandemic has created an all-hands-on-deck environment.
Unfortunately, that leaves little time for other issues such as
succession planning.

“AS A BOUTIQUE FIRM, WE ARE MORE FOCUSED ON
SURVIVAL THAN SUCCESSION PLANNING RIGHT NOW.”
- SURVEY PARTICIPANT
Because of the health risks to leaders from COVID-19, succession
planning is more important than ever. Transparency about this issue has
become non-negotiable since the pandemic began. Failure to clearly
address succession planning questions from shareholders, clients and
employees will be akin to directing them to the exit door.

“COVID-19 IS A GOOD REMINDER TO MAKE CERTAIN
SUCCESSION PLANS ARE UPDATED REGULARLY.”
- SURVEY PARTICIPANT
Succession planning is fundamental to the long-term sustainability of
an organization. Firms, both large and small, should inventory their
management teams to determine when their senior leaders may want to
retire. Simultaneously aligning retirement timeframes with development
plans for the next generation helps to create a seamless succession
planning process.
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ABOUT KATHY
FREEMAN COMPANY
Founded in 1992, Kathy Freeman Company is a
woman-owned and operated national, retained,
executive search firm. A strategic advisor to the
investment industry, we have become the go-to
partner for firms seeking to hire top-tier executive
talent to power their growth. Our unparalleled
understanding of the investment industry, consultative
approach, experience, judgement, and network
of relationships has earned us a reputation for
excellence. We have been recognized as a Forbes Top
250 Executive Recruiting Firm.

Dedicated To
The Perfect Fit
Kathy Freeman Company takes inspiration from its
clients who, like our team, are focused on process,
discipline, and a commitment to excellence. Our
search work is based on a customized methodology
developed and refined for over 25 years to create
the optimal fit for each client. Over 99% of our
engagements have resulted in a successful placement
– a unique and exceptional track record across
the executive search industry. Our process-driven
methodology produces well-executed searches and a
successful return on investment for our clients.

Looking for critical
talent to help fuel
your firm’s growth?
Let’s partner
together!
805.542.0800
www.kathyfreemanco.com

Kathy Freeman Company
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Introduction
Literally overnight, the COVID-19 pandemic forced asset
managers fully into the modern realm of virtual selling and
heightened the focus on digital engagement. Some firms were
better prepared for this transition than others. But overall, asset
managers managed to pivot quickly and flourish amid the
unprecedented environment of uncertainty.
In fact, firms realized that virtual selling can be both highly
effective and highly efficient. So what comes next as the
world gets back to normal? There are three broad steps that
distribution organizations need to take in order to increase their
efficiency, effectiveness and focus, and ultimately grow assets:

• Identify and prioritize
• Align resources
• Incentivize and measure
Identify and prioritize
You cannot create an efficient path to cost effective asset
growth unless you have a clear picture of where you want
to go, and get every person rowing the boat in the same
direction. For asset managers, this starts with national accounts,
sales and marketing acting as one team every step of the way,
working toward shared goals and objectives.
Having a clear picture of the destination also means knowing
which customers are most likely to help you reach those goals.
Therefore, the path to efficient distribution starts with three
things:

• Make tough, data-driven decisions about distributor
relationships. As broker dealer affiliated advisors increase
their reliance on models for all or part of their investment
portfolios, the home office is becoming even more influential
in driving sales, profitability and the retention of asset
managers’ products. Given this, firms realize they need to
prioritize their distributor relationships, creating lists of “focus
firms” to guide their distribution efforts. The focus firm list is
nothing new; however, many asset managers are still trying
to cast the net too widely. As one broker dealer partnerships
executive told us in a recent interview, “If another asset
manager comes in and says, ‘You’re one of our top five, or
top eight partners,’ I’m going to lose my mind.”
To achieve cost effective asset growth, asset managers need
to make tough decisions about who their best partners
truly are and allocate resources accordingly. To do this, firms
should use data to analyze their distributor relationships
across four key dimensions – alignment (strategic fit between
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the asset manager and the distributor), profitability (including
ROI, opportunity size and future growth potential), demand
(current assets, flows and placements) and relationship (the
quality and depth of relationships with key personnel at
the distributor). Using this approach, firms can identify the
national accounts relationships that offer the best fit and
most opportunity for the firm, then allocate the highest
touch resources to their most important distributors. The
result is a refined list of high priority firms and/or channels
that guide critical capital and resource allocation decisions,
enabling better alignment to strategic growth.

• Segment advisors using rich data and technology. Firms
are realizing that more sophisticated segmentation is key to
increasing both efficiency and effectiveness. In fact, seven
in 10 asset managers are planning to enrich their advisor
segmentation over the next year.1 Ideally, firms should build
their segmentation models using operational, life-stage
and behavioral attributes and data points. Operational
segmentation enables firms to elevate or downgrade
targeting and coverage efforts for advisors based on the
influence, value and opportunity (IVO) they represent to the
firm – that is, the advisors who can actually be influenced
to use your products, who offer a strategic value for growth,
retention and profitability, and who present a distinct
opportunity because your competitive solutions meet
their needs.
The integration of life-stage elements builds upon this
undertaking. It enables a better understanding of the
advisor’s current and historical relationship with the asset
manager, resulting in a more relevant and personalized
engagement experience. And finally, but critically, behavioral
segmentation allows firms to refine the engagement
approach and modes of communication needed to deliver
a stronger customer experience – one that is aligned to
the advisor’s or team’s specific customer journey. The
use of technology, like machine learning, can improve
segmentation by moving it from a static effort to a dynamic
and multi-layered engagement engine. Machine learning
models enable firms to accomplish this by dynamically
analyzing advisor data – including portfolio, asset and
transaction data and advisor touchpoint data – to identify
patterns in advisor behavior that can then drive a more
sophisticated and nuanced segmentation framework.
Remember, the purpose of segmentation is to prioritize
efforts and guide engagement. A dynamic segmentation
approach will better enable an asset manager to design a
more agile engagement strategy.

• Evolve from traditional lead scoring to customer
opportunity scoring. This shift will help identify the
advisors who are most likely to become the firm’s best
long-term customers and pinpoint opportunities to do
business with them over and over again, throughout their
relationship with the firm. Customer opportunity scoring is
far more accurate – and ultimately more profitable – because
it combines rich data, scientific algorithms and AI to identify

the traits of your best and most loyal customers for a given
outcome, such as becoming a new customer or preventing
a redemption, and prioritize the advisors who are the best
match for your firm and its products. These sophisticated
models are also better able to measure advisor sales
readiness in real time and assign them to an appropriate level
of attention, based on their long-term value to your firm.

Make tough, data-driven decisions
about distributor relationships.

Evolve from traditional lead scoring
to customer opportunity scoring.

COST EFFECTIVE
ASSET GROWTH

Segment advisors using
rich data and technology.

Align resources
Identifying the most valuable relationships and biggest
opportunity prospects is a good start. But as firms evolve their
distribution models – integrating business intelligence, sales
and marketing to customize their value proposition to the
advisor community – they must also align their distribution
resources to support their best relationships and opportunities.
This includes aligning both sales and marketing coverage to
the value, behaviors and preferences of each segment. To do
this effectively, firms should follow three steps:

• Align customer engagement with a whole journey approach
• Align talent to customer needs
• Align the organization to match the opportunity

3 | Cost effectively growing assets

Align customer engagement with a whole journey approach
Gone are the days when marketing and sales organizations
operated on their own. Advisor expectations have changed
far too much for that lack of coordination and internal
cohesion to exist. Today, advisors have far more opportunities
to engage with marketing-based digital touchpoints – such
as the website, email and sponsored content on third-party
websites – than they do with salespeople. And they do not care
who is responsible for each touchpoint. They care that every
interaction with the firm feels like a natural continuation of
a single, consistent conversation.

SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting
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43%

of advisors expect information that they have
told a salesperson to be reflected in the content
they are shown on a website and in email.

43.6%

of advisors said that getting emails for a product
they have already told their salesperson they are
not interested in would deter them from doing
business with the firm.

1/3

of advisors indicate that recommending relevant
content based on their needs and interests can tip
the balance toward purchasing a firm’s product
when products and performance are similar.

HOWEVER

just 6.1%

of chief marketing officers (“CMOs”) at asset
management firms say that advisors receive realtime, data-driven, dynamically personalized
recommendations across channels.

less than

CMOs

1/4

say that sales and marketing teams at their firm
share an integrated view of all customer
touchpoints.

7
in
10

CMOs stated that one of the biggest challenges
was that the firm had not integrated technology
enough to deliver a seamless user experience.

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Digital That Makes a Difference: Advancing the Decision Journey Online, 2020; SS&C
Research, Analytics and Consulting, Connecting with the Next Generation of Advisors: What Advisors Do Online, 2019; SS&C Research,
Analytics and Consulting survey of asset management CMOs, 2019. Advisor survey data collected in association with Horsesmouth.

To create a whole journey approach, firms need to stop treating
sales engagement (in-person or virtual) and marketingdriven digital engagement as two separate strategies. To
develop more precise decision journeys, firms need to create
sophisticated, accurate models that integrate customer
touchpoint data, including both digital and in-person
interactions, to score advisors based on their behavior and
buying intent. These models can then be used to dynamically
generate the next best action or recommendation – whether
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that is a phone call or a meeting with a salesperson, or a digital
touchpoint like an email. The front line of engagement is digital
for most relationships, and salespeople need to understand
how advisors have engaged with digital content to include
those interactions as part of their overall understanding of
the advisor’s needs and interests. Integrated customer data
can make this possible, but for most asset managers, even
those who collect this data, that information is not provided
to salespeople for this purpose.

Delivering Top Leads and Recommendations

WORKFLOW
ANALYTICS

Marketing
Engagements

Content Automation
Recommended
content and
actions

Top leads

CRM
Must be performed by sales
enablement technology platform

Sales Automation

Must be performed
by a person

Sales Engagements

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Boosting Wholesaler Efficiency with Sales Enablement Technology, 2019

Align talent to customer needs
To grow assets in a cost effective manner, asset managers need to deploy talent wisely. The most expensive
resources should go to the advisors who represent the biggest opportunities for your firm and who want and
value engagement with these resources.
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1/3

fewer than

of advisors who do business with
a firm do not want to meet with
that firm’s salespeople in person.
That number is

even higher

40%

of asset managers currently
track advisors’ meeting
preferences in their CRMs.

YET

for advisors who are not doing
business with a salesperson’s
firm (60.5%).
SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Remote Selling: Asset Manager Sales in a Post-COVID World, 2020. Advisor survey data
collected in association with Horsesmouth.

In addition to identifying the opportunity each advisor
represents to your firm, understanding how those advisors
want to engage with you is a key factor in aligning talent to
customer needs. This includes two key components:

• Determining the right coverage mix for each segment
• Matching the salesperson to the segment.
Determining the right coverage mix for each segment
In the future, every salesperson will be a hybrid to some
degree – in-person meetings will remain important, but
remote and virtual engagements will increasingly become
standard practice for sales organizations. In fact, nearly half of
National Sales Managers plan to make changes to their team
structures over the next three years, increasing the headcount
of hybrid sales roles, while decreasing external and internal
sales roles.2 Asset managers expect a 180% increase in hybrid
roles over the next three years, as externals drop by 20% and
internals by 38% on average.

Adopting a “virtual first” approach simply makes good sense
given customer expectations: despite many advisors’ refusal
to meet salespeople in person, seven in 10 advisors are now
willing to meet asset manager salespeople remotely.3 That
said, “virtual first” by no means implies “virtual only.” In-person
engagements will continue to have their place in the customer
journey, although their frequency will vary depending on
the advisor’s importance to the firm, her receptiveness to
in-person meetings, and the stage of the customer journey.
The efficiency and effectiveness of in-person engagement is
maximized when it’s used with the right advisor, at the right
time. While a talented and well-rounded wholesaling force will
continue to be important to asset managers’ success, the main
difference between the future and the past is that in-person
engagement will no longer be the default approach for a firm’s
top advisor relationships.

Asset managers foresee staffing levels for externals,
internals and hybrids to change over the next three years
We asked: Please enter the CURRENT percent of your total sales force by number of full employees for each position listed below
as well as your ANTICIPATED FUTURE STATE (think about it around three years from today).

Externals

Internals

Hybrids

20

38

180

%

%

Digital/Remote

Other

No change

No change

%

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Remote Selling: Asset Manager Sales in a Post-COVID World, 2020
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The distinctions between externals, hybrids and internals are
eroding. And as sales teams become more fluid, firms need a
more nuanced approach to coverage in order to use their sales
resources most effectively. Instead of simply deciding whether
an advisor merits external or internal sales coverage, as in
the past, firms now need to determine the ratio of in-person
and virtual coverage that makes sense for any given advisor
population. At most firms, a fraction of advisors is responsible
for the lion’s share of sales and opportunity, and even within
this group, many advisors will likely prefer to meet with
salespeople virtually. So, make virtual meetings the default goal
and in-person the upgrade where the opportunity and the
advisor’s preferences warrant it.
Matching the salesperson to the segment
Beyond ensuring that salespeople engage both remotely and
in-person, sales organizations must also evolve to better align
service with customer needs. The vast majority of advisors
(over 80%) say that as many as half of asset management
salespeople they encounter do not really understand their
business goals and values. When salespeople do not take
the time to familiarize themselves with an advisor’s specific
business needs, advisors tend to feel the salesperson is there
only to sell, rather than to help advisors accomplish their
business objectives – to grow their business.
Traditionally, with in-person meetings being the main mode
of engagement for a firm’s top advisor relationships, most high
priority advisors have been covered by the salesperson who is
based in their region. But as virtual meetings become standard
practice, firms have more flexibility to break the geographic
tether of wholesaler/advisor coverage. This allows them to
segment their salesforce, not just their advisors – identifying
and aligning the experience, skill set and strengths of each
salesperson to the behaviors, preferences and top skills of
the advisors they cover. Segmenting the salesforce leads to a

Optimal customer set

Priority
Customer
Opportunity

Coverage capacity
at current staffing

deeper and more natural affinity between the salesperson and
her clients, which will yield stronger long-term relationships. Of
course, as long as in-person meetings are involved, territories
for salespeople who conduct in-person meetings must include
a geographic element. But firms will see the most impact if
they segment the salesforce as well.
Align the organization to match the opportunity
A question that is always top of mind for sales leaders is
whether the firm has the right number of salespeople, both
overall and in each role. But how should firms go about making
this decision? The key to rightsizing your sales organization
is “knowing your numbers” to thoroughly understand the
performance you are getting from your sales teams. Firms need
to obtain a 360-degree view of their current sales footprint,
using data related to sales, revenue, costs, and competitive
opportunity. Examples of metrics firms can use to conduct this
analysis include:

• Number of actively selling advisors, by segment and distributor
• Sales by segment and distributor
• Engagement and activity data.
Firms can then use this information to determine which
advisors do (and do not) make sense to cover – and therefore,
what size sales team makes sense for the firm.
Once asset managers understand which advisors they need to
cover and how to prioritize them, firms can winnow down the
advisor universe to an optimal set – the advisors who generate
sufficient sales to merit salesperson coverage. Simply put, if
there are more advisors in this category than the current sales
team can effectively cover, adding salespeople makes sense.
Conversely, if there are not enough high priority advisors
to justify the number of salespeople on your team, some
rationalization may be needed.

Diminishing marginal return

Possible
expansion
Cost
Revenue

Advisors ranked from highest to lowest priority
Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Rightsizing Sales Organizations and Managing Territories, 2020
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However, before deciding to add (or reduce) staff, firms should
first use data to look for opportunities to optimize the existing
sales organization. Are you focused on the optimal set of
advisors? Are your sales engagements yielding optimal results?
Are there opportunities to reduce costs or better align talent
with opportunity? Are there training needs? Gaps in sales
enablement technologies and/or data requirements?
Then, determine which metrics you will use to evaluate
performance. Building an interactive dashboard to review
performance for the sales organization as a whole – and for
each territory in particular – can help you identify where to
focus your optimization efforts, but also where sales teams
are functioning at capacity. Plotting those metrics along
the priority of advisor relationships shows you how many
relationships you can adequately cover with the staff you
have – and how many advisors in your optimal set could be
covered by adding additional staff.

15.2%

Marketing and
sales have shared
incentives

30.3%

Marketing and
sales share revenue
generation goals

Once you have optimized sales territories, compare the
opportunity that exists with the capacity of each sales team to
determine whether there is enough uncaptured opportunity in
the territory to warrant the additional staffing costs. While there
is not a single formula that would work to determine whether
the sales organization is ready for additional staff, once you
apply the data you have about the business and its customers,
it is a lot easier to make the determination.4

Incentivize and measure
The right strategy is essential to cost effective asset growth.
But even the best strategy needs good management to align
teams around shared goals, monitor results, and make changes
where necessary. To execute on a “one team, one goal”
approach, metrics and incentives need to be aligned across
distribution organizations.

51.1%

Marketing and
sales report on
shared KPIs

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting survey of asset management CMOs, 2019

To be successful, firms need to:

• • Measure what matters
• • Incentivize the right behavior.
Measure what matters
In this day and age, when we are swamped by data and the
need to measure and count – whether it is the length of an
average website visit, the number of clicks on an e-mail, or
daily sales – the importance of seasoned management and
considered decision-making can be underestimated or even
lost in the shuffle. Instead of focusing on measurement for its
own sake, firms need to focus on measuring what matters –
that is, metrics that show how well the firm is executing on a
coordinated, unified strategy to grow assets cost effectively.
Ultimately, the ability to track all customer touchpoints
and their journeys with the firm is essential to effective
measurement, but how an organization determines what to
measure and how much importance to place on it is perhaps
one of the most important management decisions firm
leadership can make.
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For example, one of the most popular metrics for CMOs is
lead conversion rates. But increasingly, leading asset managers
are moving toward metrics with more business impact – like
sales cycle length reduction and customer lifetime value.
Engagement metrics can be a useful tool when measuring
digital interactions with financial advisors, helping to better
understand where the advisor is in the sales cycle process.
Ideally, this can assist in efforts to shorten the time between
when an advisor first expresses interest in a product, the
actual purchase and then the follow-up to ensure the advisor’s
needs are being met, all of which contribute to longer holding
periods and greater customer lifetime value.
On the sales side, firms have traditionally focused heavily
on measuring prospecting activity, such as the number of
outbound phone calls – especially for internal sales people.
But as customer engagement models evolve and sales roles
become more fluid, sales metrics are also changing. Quality,
rather than quantity, is undoubtedly difficult to execute in
practice, but more asset managers are investing in efforts to
better track and rank the quality of individual interactions. For

example, was the salesperson able to mention certain high
priority subjects or products? Was the firm’s latest research
discussed, or was the salesperson asked to send additional
material? Measuring and ranking these interactions can quickly
provide a sense of how effectively the sales team is interacting
with the organization’s clients.

Incentivize the right behavior
Once firms have decided what to measure and which metrics
to utilize, another extremely important management decision
pertains to incentives and compensation. Compensation needs
to elicit the behaviors from the organization necessary to
accomplish financial goals.

Focusing on metrics that deliver real impact, and aligning those
metrics across the distribution organization, can ensure firms
stay on track with their strategic goals.

Ultimately, compensation needs to drive positive behavior
and actions that will grow assets in a cost effective way. While
heavy commission models will undoubtedly drive sales activity,
the type of activity they encourage is not necessarily wellaligned with a world that is increasingly consultative rather
than transaction based.

More than half of asset managers
(56%) are considering changes
to sales compensation.

Nearly 6 in 10 asset managers (57%) expect
to reduce gross sales commissions over
the next 12-18 months.

Nearly half of asset managers
(45%) expect to increase
retention bonuses.

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Remote Selling: Asset Manager Sales in a Post-COVID World, 2020

Anticipated changes to compensation over the next 12-18 months
We asked:
• Has the current environment changed your thinking around how to compensate your wholesalers?
• In regards to wholesaler compensation, what is your thinking on the following compensation components over the next 12-18 months?

No Change

Base Salary

56%

of asset managers
are considering
changes to wholesaler
compensation over the
next 12-18 months

Eliminate

Gross Sales
Commission

Reduce

Net Sales
Commission

Increase

Retention Bonus*

*A metric other than net sales.

Quarterly Bonus
Annual Bonus
Long-term Comp

Source: SS&C Research, Analytics and Consulting, Remote Selling: Asset Manager Sales in a Post-COVID World, 2020
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major changes to compensation in the coming years. How
these changes are made and whether they are aligned with
a firm’s culture and values, however, will ultimately determine
whether they are accepted and therefore contribute to future
success or not.

Conclusion
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THE ACCELERATION OF DIGITALIZATION
How the pandemic-inspired adoption of new technology
and data science is hastening the redefinition of
traditional processes, roles, and relationships across the
client experience spectrum.
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Technology for the C-Suite:
Driving competitive advantage in
investment management
Data and technology are transforming the asset management industry, defining
future industry leaders. Investment management firms spent more than $50B on data and
technology in 2019, a figure expected to balloon to $84B by 2023. But the scale of investment,
use of budget, and return on investment varies greatly. Most firms struggle to get the most out
of their technology spend. Many firms struggle to gauge success of their in-flight initiatives or
establish a clear pipeline for future investments. Only 15% of CTOs* report a structured process
for measuring value, and just one-third have a defined prioritization process.
Success relies on optimizing data and technology investments, allowing firms to shift
efforts from fixing outmoded systems to deploying innovative technologies that support
differentiated competitive advantage. Evaluating an asset management firm’s progress against
four criteria (technology leadership, culture, its platform structure, and business practices)
reveals three distinct groups of competitors:
•

•
•

Late movers (30% of firms) are characterized by immature systems and weak processes.
These firms spend less than peers (9%) and use a majority of spend to maintain outmoded
technology.
Transforming firms (45%) are evolving their capabilities and spend the most (12.5%),
earmarking more spend to process improvement (35%).
Front runners (25%) have strong technology leadership, clear vision, and a robust
execution approach; spend slightly less (12%); and allocate the highest proportion of
budgets (17%) to innovation, as defined by budget directly linked to expanding product and
service capabilities.

Leadership benefits of front runners versus late movers are tangible:
•
5x organic growth
•
25% longer client retention
•
Second-quartile versus third-quartile investment performance
•
Healthier operating margins
Creating a data- and technology-driven organization requires an enterprise wide
transformation. This dramatic change requires two major initiatives:
Empower and adapt leadership to embrace technology
•
Define how data and technology drive competitive differentiation
•
Rework the composition and skills of senior leadership
•
Create a consistent and iterative framework for capital allocation
Cultivate a leading technology operating model
•
Modernize data, applications, and platforms to reduce drag and optimize agility
•
Shift talent mechanisms to favor those who embrace technology
•
Accelerate the pace of development by changing the work model and establishing a test
and learn culture
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Introduction
Leadership takes foresight to make bold decisions. In the past, investment management CEOs
confidently dictated their firm vision, tapping deep experience earned as investment or distribution
leaders. The disruptive speed and impact of data and technology, however, challenges today’s
executives. CEOs are beset with ballooning technology costs, an explosion of new applications and
data sets, and a shortage of internal expertise.
Asset management is in its adolescence when faced with how to unlock the transformative potential
of data and technology. The industry spends $51 billion annually on data and technology. But firms
are assembling a range of technological capabilities that lack a cohesive recipe.
As technology moves to the core of the business, asset management CEOs must evolve and set a
clear vision for how data and technology will drive competitive advantage. Those who have the road
map and skills to act will leapfrog the competition.
This paper aims to demystify the essential ingredients to success, working from the top down to link
technology capabilities with firm business objectives. Our white paper has four primary conclusions:
• Data and technology increasingly are central to competitive advantage among asset
managers. Informed by experiences outside of the investment management industry, consumer,
regulator, and employee expectations have changed. There is a higher bar for near real-time delivery
and personalization, an expanding set of third-party providers and data to inform decisions, and
an increasing compliance burden from regulators.
• Data and technology budgets are growing rapidly, but only a narrow set of industry
players are benefiting, enjoying thicker profits, stronger growth, and better investment
performance. Technology front-runners share common characteristics across their culture,
processes, operating models, and leadership.
• Successful data and technology programs begin at the top, not within a siloed function.
In front-runner organizations, data and technology use cases support competitive differentiation;
effective change management and technology proficiency characterize current and future
leaders; and budgets steer resources toward innovation and away from outmoded systems.
• Front-runners adapt their operating models to maximize impact from data and technology.
Leading firms invest in their foundation. They make conscious decisions about their shared
technology systems, human capital management, analytics, and project execution methods, all of
which are designed to amplify technology advantages across the entire enterprise.
Casey Quirk has an extensive industry-specific information network driven by the Casey Quirk Knowledge
Center’s ongoing primary research.
Data cited in this paper and its exhibits, unless otherwise indicated, come from a number of Casey Quirk’s
research initiatives, including our annual Chief Technology Officer Study, Chief Strategy Officer Survey, and
Performance Intelligence financial benchmarking survey of asset managers, jointly conducted across the
United States and Europe with compensation consultants at McLagan, a unit of Aon.
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Why Now: Factors Driving the Speed of Technology in Investment
Management
Informed by daily interactions with other consumer-facing companies, buyers expect a different
relationship with their asset managers. Several factors are increasing investment managers’ reliance
on technology:
• Just-in-time expectations: Clients and employees expect instantaneous and accessible information.
From market data delivered to investment professionals to interactive client reporting, firms must
be able to deliver high-speed, accurate data regardless of internal silos, global operating models, or
other internal constraints.
• Personalization: Off-the-shelf products and information no longer suffice. Buyers and employees
expect customizable, self-service capabilities on demand. Managers must develop the agility to
customize products and services without amplifying operational cost and complexity.
• Expanding ecosystems: With new challenges come new providers. Fintech firms, outsourcing
platforms, consultants, and data providers are joining an ever-increasing ecosystem of service
providers supporting the industry.
• Data proliferation: Asset managers are expanding their efforts to mine an exploding amount of
data, driven by client interactions, new alternative data sets (e.g., from cell phones or internet-enabled
appliances) and multiplying levels of market information.
• Risk and compliance: Increased customization, from fee schedules to IMAs, and increased regulatory
reporting amplify organizational complexity. Technology is becoming essential to manage risk
and compliance obligations in efforts to reduce risk and minimize manual intervention.
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the speed of change in the industry and created new
pressure points on technology. The shift into a remote working model has emphasized the use of
collaboration tools, changed sales and client service processes, and created new demands around
employee management and engagement. Data and technology will be critical resources for leadership teams to leverage as they navigate the restrictions of the COVID-19 operating environment and
build a plan for a post–COVID-19 world.

Casey Quirk, a Deloitte business
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Exhibit 1: Change catalysts for investment management technology
Change Catalysts
Just-in-time expectations

57%

of investors note providing ‘anytime, anywhere access’ as
the most important attribute of their financial providers

Personalization

44%

of asset owners citing that they expect service customization

Expanding Ecosystem

28%

of CTOs expected growth in external vendor spend

Data Proliferation

5.3%

annualized increase in total market data and third-party
research spend as % of revenue (2014-2018)

Risk & Compliance

1.6x

increase in asset manager median legal & compliance costs
(2015-2018)

Increased importance of providing instantaneous and
accessible data and information

Heightened buyer and employee demands for
on-demand, self-service capabilities

C-suites must increasingly leverage ecosystem partners
to build the business of tomorrow

Abundance of traditional and alternative datasets –
both structured and unstructured

Importance of mitigationg risk in an increasingly litigious
environment

Sources: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey, 2019 Casey Quirk/McLagan Performance Intelligence Study,
Casey Quirk/Top1000funds.com Global Investor Survey, Casey Quirk Financial Advisor Study
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Tech Budgets: Spending a Growing Budget More Wisely
Asset managers historically viewed data and technology solely as enabling functions. Asset managers
separated technology from their view of value creation in front-office functions, such as delivering
investment performance or sales and distribution. Firms benchmarked their technology budgets to
median spend, sought to adopt universal best practices, and largely mirrored competitors. Few technology
use cases among investment managers focused on competitive advantages, while essential functions
continued to rely on spreadsheets and outmoded technology. As technology shifts to the core of the
business, firms are taking increasingly divergent approaches—leading to markedly different results in
terms of spend, process, and, ultimately, business impact.
Pressed on issues of technology, executives often assume those that deploy a greater volume of
spend win. Median technology spend among asset managers hovers at 10% of operating expenses,
representing an estimated $51 billion in industry spend based on 2019 numbers. Additionally, CTOs
expect, on average, to boost technology budgets 20% annually through 2023. Despite this increase
in spend, most managers struggle to prioritize, track, and determine the value of projects. More than
three-quarters of CTOs say they lack clearly defined business metrics around technology projects.
Only 15% have a structured process for measuring the value of technology initiatives, and only one-third
indicate they have a process for prioritizing technology investments.
We assessed industry participants based on spend and approach to technology. Front-runners in
asset management share two characteristics:

Empowered and adept leadership

• Elevated technology leadership that has the perspective to engage in business strategy
• An enterprise wide culture of innovation that emphasizes new skills and pivots funding to
support new development
• A capital allocation process that invests in the foundation, as well as defined business use cases

Mature technology operating model

• Modern and flexible data, systems, and applications, enabling analytics
• A cohesive approach to talent to attract, develop and retain in-demand technology and
business leadership
• Leading technology development and implementation processes, such as agile development,
capital allocation that is more iterative and considers shared service investments, rigorous
impact measurement and rationalization, and mature change management processes

Casey Quirk, a Deloitte business
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Most asset managers lack these features. An analysis of budgets and capabilities among asset managers
indicates that firms fall into one of three categories when it comes to data and technology.
• Late movers (30% of asset managers) typically have weak processes and systems, siloed technology
leadership, poor monitoring and accountability on technology initiatives, and limited investment
in innovation. These players are frequently burdened by the cost of outdated and legacy systems,
allocating nearly 70% of their technology budgets on average to maintaining outmoded technology.
Late movers currently spend less than peers on a relative basis, but on average plan to boost
their data and technology budgets by more than 25% by 2023. Very little of their operating budgets
(4%) supports innovation.
• Transforming firms (45% of firms) are in the process of addressing their data and technology
issues, but have yet to realize impact from these investments because they are clearing a backlog
of technical debt and repairing outmoded processes. Transforming firms allocate more of their
budget to data and technology than any other group, but spend money mostly to address the
existing operating model. They earmark more money for process improvement and efficiency
enhancement (35%), but make few material investments (10%) in innovation.
• Front-runners (25% of firms) demonstrate key best practices around technology leadership,
vision, and execution. These asset managers spend slightly less than transforming firms and
foresee slightly smaller increases in spending. Additionally, these firms have shifted the highest
proportion of their data and technology budgets (17%) to innovation.
Larger managers, unsurprisingly, invest more heavily in technology than their smaller peers. That
said, an asset manager’s size provides less insight into how budget is spent across three levels of
data and technology
• Business as usual, defined as the run-rate costs of maintaining existing technology;
• Process improvement, which includes improving or replacing systems to improve efficiency; and
• Innovation, data and technology that supports differentiated competitive advantage. Innovative
spend is a spectrum, but for asset managers it usually involves technologies directly linked to
expanding capabilities. These capabilities may be linked to new product and service capabilities,
creating new revenue streams, redefining client experience, or reinventing business lines.
A breakdown of technology spending reveals that, regardless of size, front-runners dedicate a greater
share of investment toward value-generating activities like process enhancement or innovation.
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Exhibit 2: Investment manager firm technology models

Archetype
Tech Spend as %
of Total Costs
Stage in Tech
Modernization
Journey

Late Movers

9%

Transforming Firms

Front Runners

12.5%

12.0%

• Heavily reliant on legacy
systems and processes (i.e.
Excel, in-house data)

• Early stages of modernizing
foundation (i.e. cloud migration,
integrated data)

• Disjointed data infrastructure
and limited governance

• Some use of enabling technologies,
but without a cohesive strategy on
how they will drive business value

• Some use of enabling
technologies, but limited
integration and adoption

• Piloting analytics use cases, with
pull-through and broad adoption
still a challenge

• Modernized infrastructure and
data with clear governance
• Robust use of enabling technologies,
with clear strategic objectives and
tracking of business value
• Analytics deployed and adopted
across key processes to enable
decision-support

Source: Casey Quirk

Exhibit 3: Technology budget spend by type and firm archetype
Process
improvement Innovation

Business-as-usual
Late
movers

68%

Tranforming
firms

Front
runners

55%

44%

4%

28%

35%

38%

10%

17%

Sources: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey; 2019 Casey Quirk/McLagan Performance Intelligence Survey; Casey Quirk analysis

Most importantly, asset managers that are front-runners in data and technology materially
outperform peers across all facets of the business.
Distribution: Data and technology front-runners enjoy 25% higher client tenure, five times the
organic growth, and 12% more multiproduct use amongst clients. Productivity gains are a result
of how data and technology enable the distribution force. Greater access to custom analysis, risk
management metrics, and digital tools enables sales personnel to spend 45% more time on
relationship expansion versus peers. Sales professionals spend 28% more time in sales and
prospect meetings, reporting significantly lower manual intervention in content generation and
sales management. To learn more about how firms are remaking their distribution function,
please reference our Distribution 2.0 white paper.
Casey Quirk, a Deloitte business
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Investments: On average, front-runners are second-quartile performers (second-highest 25%) as
measured by excess return net of fees; late movers, by contrast, are typically in the third quartile
(second-lowest). As detailed in our recent white paper, Righting the Ship, leading asset managers
leverage new sources of market and alternative data, utilize research portals to coordinate and share
insights, tap natural language processing and machine learning to source and mine for new insights,
and realize more seamless order management and execution from rationalized trading platforms.
Operations and shared services: Asset managers with leading data and technology drive efficiency
gains in several ways. Human capital systems are enabling quicker reporting, greater transparency,
and better data governance. Firms are automating regulatory reporting and using workflow tools to
better oversee vendors and reduce manual intervention on repeatable processes. Within finance,
cloud-based solutions enhance enterprise resource planning (ERP) and self-service dashboards,
enabling push-button insight. Better analytics and reporting unlock insights for leadership.
The confluence of these innovations drives financial outcomes. Data and technology front-runners
deliver higher revenue growth and margin to shareholders.

Exhibit 4: Technology model success metrics

Transforming Firms

Late Movers
Median Margin,
2018

22.5%

Revenue Growth,
2016-18

4.0%

Excess Return
Percentile
Asset weighted, 2016-18

Share of firms: 30%

30.3%

45.3%

Revenue Growth,
2016-18

3.4%

Excess Return
Percentile
Asset weighted, 2016-18

Median Margin,
2018
Org. Growth,
2016-18

Org. Growth, 0.1%
2016-18

Org. Growth,
0.2%
2016-18
Revenue Growth,
2016-18

Median Margin,
2018

Front Runners

46.0%

Share of firms: 45%

34.1%

2.1%

8.9%

Excess Return
Percentile
Asset weighted, 2016-18

52.7%

Share of firms: 25%

Sources: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey; 2019 Casey Quirk/McLagan Performance Intelligence Survey; Casey Quirk analysis
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While isolated to the investment management industry, front-runners are ahead of peers. The influence
of technology will create new disruptive effects, creating competition from fintechs, intermediaries and
distributors, and other financial service lines such as banking and insurance. Therefore, front-runner
advantages may not be as large as they seem, and leaders may need to benchmark their success against
a broader peer group. Across all industries, technology leaders spend even more of their tech budget
on capability-expanding innovation (20%), and 57% report an enterprise wide digital strategy. These
cross-industry figures are further detailed in Deloitte’s 2020 Global Technology Leadership Study.
For asset managers, successfully incorporating market-leading data and technology will require
significant change across two components of the enterprise:
Leadership: Transforming data and technology requires a coordinated effort from the top of
the organization: CEOs and their direct reports must articulate a strong vision regarding data and
technology, find and empower executive leadership that embraces technology and change management,
and adopt a flexible, results-oriented approach to capital allocation.
Operating model: Becoming a front-runner will require restructuring four components of the operating
model: technology platforms, analytics, talent model, and culture and metrics around execution.
The remainder of this paper outlines prescriptions and the best next steps for transforming both aspects.

Exhibit 5: Key components of a technology-driven organization

Vision
To clarify how data and technology will drive differentiation

Empowered
Leadership

Functional Leadership
To move from philosophy to application

Capital Allocation
To efficiently fund business applications with an increased focus on value as opposed to just cost

Modern Technology
Operating Model

Platforms,
Applications & Data
Modernize to provide
an efficient and agile
foundation

Data and Analytics
To inform decisions
and drive action

People and
Incentives

Execution and
Processes

To harness the value of
data and tools

To empower your
people to create value

Source: Casey Quirk
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Maximizing Return on Technology Investments
Leadership: owning enterprise technology transformation
If asset managers increasingly compete on the basis of data and technology, then decisions regarding
both fall onto the shoulders of CEOs and their executive teams, not simply the chief information officer or
chief technology officer. The scope of changes required demands an enterprise wide initiative involving
top-down leadership and typically requires three elements to succeed:
• A compelling vision to inspire change, guide decision-making, and clear objectives around timelines
to realization;
• New skills and representation across the leadership team
• A different approach to capital allocation that aggressively redirects funding, emphasizes foundational
investments, and monitors capital allocation more frequently
Vision
Innovation requires integrating new technology and industry perspective. Applying new technologies to existing and emerging business challenges helps firms advance their existing capabilities and discover new growth
drivers. There are a range of existing use cases that are driving not only optimization of firms’ existing business,
but also an expansion of their capabilities. Select firms are monetizing their intellectual property through risk
systems, seeking new paths to market with direct-to-consumer and B2B offerings, evolving product with new
vehicle structures, delivering customization and harnessing data-driven client feedback. Leaders of tomorrow
will define a bold vision for their organization that not only addresses the core operating capabilities, but also
extends the purview of their firm’s capabilities and revenue opportunities using new technology.
CEOs must represent the fact that in an enterprise, technology isn’t somebody’s job; it’s everybody’s job.
Leaders must create and support the cultural change required to guide their firm through a technology-driven
market. While many asset management CEOs have been quick to recategorize themselves as “tech firms,”
fewer have been able to provide the necessary clarity of purpose and vision. Asset management CEOs must
create an atmosphere that encourages everyone to innovate data and technology—call it the “development
environment”—and then prioritize the initiatives (“use cases”) that best promote competitive advantage.
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Exhibit 6: Asset management firm technology vision continuum

Benefits to Clients

New Products &
Revenue Streams

Expand and
Adapt

• Licensing OMS to competitors
• Paper portfolios to execute with fractional shares
• Portfolio analytics as a service

• Quantimental products using alternative
data & new synthesis methods

Core
Enhancement

• Robo-advisors and new CX interfaces

• Analytics to improve sales productivity
• Insights to drive operational efficiency and cost-savings

Complexity and Maturity

Source: Casey Quirk

Asset management CEOs can take four steps to define their visions for data and technology:
• First, define existing competitive advantage. A corporate strategic refresh can help revalidate existing
plans regarding where to play and how to win.
• Next, clarify how technology can extend existing advantage. This involves all leaders, not just technology
officers, helping define the key use cases that support differentiation.
• Third, identify how data and technology can shape new offerings. Examples include new ways to
monetize intellectual property, new platforms or partnerships, and new paths to market.
• Fourth, create clear ownership amongst team leadership, with specific timelines and incentives to
motivate the team to deliver.
Executive team composition
Fulfilling the transformation road map will require different dynamics, and potentially different skills,
across the executive team. One primary change involves the chief technology officer, who will need a
seat at the corporate leadership table if he or she already does not have one. Currently, only 48% of
CTOs report to the CEO and just 55% have direct involvement in strategic planning with the leadership
team. It is clear that front-runners among asset management data and technology share a common
characteristic: Their CTOs are highly involved in strategic decisions for the enterprise. Consequently,
CTOs must evolve from pure operators to catalysts for change: leaders who can blend technical
aptitude with strategic perspective.
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New Expectations

Legacy Skill Set

Exhibit 7: C-suite executive expectations

Trusted and Credible

Developer of Talent

Deep Functional
Expertise

History of Delivering
Within Function

Results and ROI
Oriented

Tech-Based
Strategic Vision

Connected to Third-Party
Ecosystem

Ability to
Influence C-Suite

Works Collaboratively
Across Functions

Experience Managing Tech
Transformation

Source: Casey Quirk

Additionally, the skills that previously comprised an asset manager’s executive committee may prove
necessary but insufficient. Asset management CEOs increasingly will measure executives by their
ability to catalyze and lead technology transformation. Leaders have a few options to upskill or
reinvigorate their executive teams:
• Additional team members: Talent and data officers become more important factors in
creating competitive advantage and should join leadership workgroups.
• Hires from outside the industry: Recruiting new officers from industries with more mature
data and technology approaches (particularly adjacent financial services such as consumer
banking or securities) injects needed transformational skills.
• Secondments: Shifting CTOs into business-line positions, and vice versa, to structure more
well-rounded executive teams.
• Incentives: Aligning business case expectations and metrics on technology investments into
executive compensation creates more accountability.
• Corporate development: M&A exercises (including prospecting, diligence, and integration) in
financial technology provides a crash course for leadership.
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Capital allocation
Increased technology spend presents asset managers with new challenges to their traditional capital
allocation and budgeting processes. A new approach to capital allocation can optimize technology
spend and accelerate transformation. Five key decisions can help:
• First, determine the amount of capital required and sequencing of spend to meet the needs of the
strategic vision. Using business cases and timelines, identify the absolute cost of the required
projects that are necessary to unlock firm objectives.
• Then, decide how you will fund transformation. CFOs have a range of options to fund transformation,
from compressing margin, funding new projects via cost-cutting, or issuing equity or debt. Consciously
choosing a funding mechanism to improve data and technology and effectively communicating such
choices to stakeholders helps frame intent and protect transformation initiatives.
• Third, expand the criteria used to measure investments. Managers systemically underinvest in data
and shared systems due to their incompatibility with traditional ROI measurements. Adjust capital
allocation to factor sequencing of cornerstone projects that create leverage for downstream efforts,
ensuring they add value.
• Next, adapt the balance sheet to shift data and technology investments from capital expenditures
to operating expenses. Doing so not only better reflects the “software-as-a-service” format of
cloud technologies and outsourcing arrangements, but also allows CFOs to calculate the P&L
impact of technology investments more quickly. Those impacts may outweigh the depreciation
and tax benefits of booking technology as capital outlays.
• Finally, define your sell discipline. Good portfolio managers cut losing positions; the same rationale
applies to technology projects. Asset managers with leading data and technology capabilities
set clear parameters on existing projects, consistently track progress, and quickly shut down
underperforming initiatives.
Chief financial officers can help create the right environment for this more flexible approach to
data and technology spend. Considering the budgeting function as “always on,” rather than solely
annual, permits leadership to continuously and transparently monitor and adjust investments.
Linking prioritization metrics to firm objectives ensures that decisions favor enterprise value.
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Maximizing Return on Technology Investments
Operating model: turning transformation plans into reality
Front-runners among asset managers in data and technology not only create strong transformation
plans, but also consciously change their operating models to support a new culture and work
environment. These changes fall into four big categories: modern platforms, analytics, workforce,
and execution.
Modern platforms, applications, and data
A majority of managers struggle with their data and technology platforms, applications, and data:
56% of CTOs noted that legacy, outmoded infrastructure was the greatest challenge to transformation,
more than any other potential roadblock to change. Platforms consist of a range of capabilities,
including the financial systems, workflow tools, data storage servers or cloud, trading systems,
client-facing websites, and client and market data. Overhauling the range of platforms in use can
appear a gargantuan task at the outset, but yields a range of organizational benefits:
• Faster deployment: Front-runners manage more programs and deliver faster than peers.
Modernizing legacy platforms relieves firms of “technical debt” that impedes organizational agility.
Late movers face more dependencies in each technology program, requiring more integration
points and updates of old systems that add cost and time to new development. The advantage
of speed and productivity enables front-runners to extend their lead over competitors.
• Streamlined costs: Historically high margins have allowed asset managers to keep using outdated
and fragmented systems that cost more to run than updated, better-engineered replacements. Rising
cost pressures will reveal these weaknesses in many firms. Despite spending 33% more than lagging
firms on technology overall, front-runners spend 14% less than laggards on business-as-usual costs
because they have proactively addressed outdated systems.
• Increased resiliency and risk reduction, particularly as asset managers require follow-the-sun
operations and always-on businesses that cannot afford downtime due to maintenance, updating,
or systemic issues. Firms also reduce their risk profile by connecting siloed systems and automating
manual processes. Additionally, cybersecurity programs are becoming increasingly important to
meet regulatory responsibilities and safeguard client information and intellectual property.
• Improved innovation: In particular, shifting from on-premises servers to cloud computing allows
developers to access new applications and coding tools within the native cloud environment rather
than retrofitting new tools into a proprietary server system. This accelerates innovation and attracts
and retains developer talent.
• Enhanced client experience: Better-organized data, more responsive systems, and integrated
applications improve both client and work experience by supporting digital conduits such as
automated reporting, websites, and distribution touchpoints.
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Five best practices can help asset managers modernize their platforms:
• Assess existing systems, data, and applications to determine if they align with the firm’s stated vision
and are either a dependency or inhibitor to achieving the vision
• Set business metrics for new system adoption and checkpoints to avoid project delays or overruns
• Decommission systems as part of new build projects
• Aggressively integrate systems post-acquisition or merger
• Invest in training and change management to avoid a lagging dependency on outmoded systems
Moving data and applications from on-premises hardware to a cloud-based system makes new application
development quicker and easier and provide access to a modern development environment. While not
likely to reduce cost in isolation versus on premises servers, agility and development capabilities increase
speed and reduce cost across numerous downstream initiatives.

Exhibit 8: Adoption of cloud infrastructure
Infrastructure: In-house vs. cloud

Primary reasons for adopting cloud infrastructure
Percent mention, top three
69% Improve business agility
59% Increase scalability

In three years

Today

56% Better decision-making
5% Reduce cost

Cloud

In-house

Sources: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey; Casey Quirk analysis

Analytics
Data-driven insights will enable better decision-making and outcomes—particularly if those insights
align with initiatives that the corporate strategy prioritizes. Front-runners prioritize setting up analytical
systems to help inform those decisions. Strong analytics for asset managers has three ingredients:
• Clean data, which is the fuel for decision-making. Most asset managers suffer from unstructured,
disorganized, and fragmented data. This creates costs in the form of manual intervention and
reduces the impact of downstream applications. Leaders in asset management technology build
a “single source of truth” by creating integrated data repositories, imposing data governance,
and clarifying data ownership. They build an architecture that maximizes data access across
the organization while creating the necessary layer of security to avoid costly model mistakes or
revealing personal information.
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• Valuable insights: Asset managers with mature technology organizations provide their leaders
with tools and functional skills to not only access and manipulate data, but also search for
actionable insights. Building such analytics should be a deliberate exercise. Architecture should
start small, but scale, allowing for ongoing testing and monitoring. Outputs can range from
simple statistical analysis to outputs guided by machine-learning algorithms. However, the search
for insights should begin with a clear use case and be refined to improve quality over time.
• Action: Insights are worthless if they fail to support actionable business decisions. Asset management
firms can take two steps to improve analytics adoption. Prioritize collaboration between data scientists
and functional areas, potentially through reorganization. The goal from this collaboration is to identify
use cases, develop proofs of concept, and build buy-in for further development. Secondly, managers
should embed analytics education and usage in training, feedback, and incentive structures to
accelerate adoption throughout the organization.

Exhibit 9: Data and analytics success factors
Data

Insights

Action

Build integrated data sets organized

Deploy a pilot and scale approach

Deploy senior leadership to act as

around domains and use cases

Develop architecture that allows for

analytics ‘first movers’

Create infrastructure that maximizes

on-going iteration and scaling, with

Prioritize early collaboration with

data access & portability, while

repeatable methodology

relevant functional areas to gain early

maintaining required level of security

Optimize between third party and

buy in and feedback on use cases

Set accountability for data quality with

in-house talent across use cases and

Setup on-going training and feedback

involvement from business leaders

roles (UX, data scientists, end users)

to drive adoption and refine analytics

Align data initiatives and analytics use cases to overall firm strategy and objectives
Example analytics use cases:

Exceptional client experience
Client segmentation
Personalized digital marketing
Analytical modeling for sales
and client retention

World-class investment engine

Shared services and operations

Use of alternative data to

Dashboards to drive insights

uncover new alpha sources

for process improvement

Research unstructured data and

Analytics for forecasting,

text via AI Allocation models

budgeting, and planning

Source: Casey Quirk
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Workforce
Human capital maximizes the value of technology; consequently, the people needed to drive technology
cannot reside in a silo. The current COVID-19 environment accelerates the need to adapt the existing
talent framework. The shift to work from home has created new demands for flexibility, greater leverage of
collaboration tools, and a heightened need for new management oversight tools. Managers that use this
moment to act have a unique opportunity to redefine their workforce of the future.

Exhibit 10: Key challenges during a digital transformation
Percent mentioned, CTOs

Organizational culture challenges (78%)

Lack of inherent infrastructure (44%)

Talent shortage (67%)

Measuring success (22%)

Source: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey

Several challenges face workforce transformation. New applications, coupled with the ever-doubling
volume of data, have created more diverse talent requirements. Individuals can specialize along a
continuum that extends across front-to-back-end systems, databases, application programming, or
middleware. Leaders can take the following steps to drive evolution:
• Rethink professional development and rewards: Traditional human capital programs
can help accelerate transformation. Training (not just on existing applications, but also both
technology fundamentals and the process of change management) supports a culture of
innovation. Qualitative scorecards tied to incentives, driven by measurable project KPI’s, can
reward adoption and development of technology initiatives.
• Tap into external talent: Most asset managers suffer from internal data and technology talent
shortages. Increasingly, leaders will tap into a broader ecosystem of advisers for skills supporting
just-in-time fulfillment of nonessential tasks. A growing network of outsourcers, consultants, and
contractors will complement the internal workforce and accelerate completion of deliverables.
Oversight, workflow management, and risk controls will maximize the potential of third parties.
• Adapt promotion criteria: Success will require cultivating a future generation of leaders.
Current HR systems favor success in role, but underweight the importance of new skills and
change management. Asset managers must build talent programs that balance technology
centers of excellence and reward functional collaboration in order to cultivate leaders that
can deliver change within the organization.
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Execution
Lagging firms approach technology development in a waterfall approach, building end-to-end from
the ground up. Front-runners increasingly view development in a modular, agile approach. Each
new capability is an extension of the existing platform. This enables firms to start further downfield
toward their objective, enhancing speed of delivery. Asset managers characterized as “front-runners”
support nearly twice as many high-priority technology initiatives compared with late movers. These
firms have created a culture that prioritizes speed and flexibility when executing change. Process
and execution advantages will drive separation between front-runners and the rest of the industry,
which will compound over time.
A shift to agile development is a core tenet of new working models within asset management firms.
Agile processes emphasize:
• Iterative development centered on minimum viable products
• Cross-functional working teams, with representation from business and technology
• Distributed accountability and ownership of the working team, reducing bureaucratic barriers
• User feedback and transparency to stakeholders
• Performance monitoring and incentives that track and reward team members
Done right, the adoption of agile will improve productivity, support a culture of rapid delivery, and
establish clear accountability.

Exhibit 11: Average number of high-priority technology initiatives
By tech leader status
Front runner

2.8
2.5

Transforming
Late Mover

1.3

Sources: 2020 Casey Quirk CIO/CTO Survey; Casey Quirk analysis
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Where to Start
The time to invest in data and technology is now. We’re facing a shifting environment that has put
data and technology at the center of business and is being accelerated by the COVID-19 crisis. Leaders
will be challenged to not just fix their technology to compete today, but also use new capabilities to
move beyond optimization. Existing businesses need to embrace technology to drive quality, create
seamless business practices, renew culture, and improve client experience.
The rise in data and technology is going to create significantly new opportunities for disruption.
Leaders will explore new revenue streams, seek new ways to monetize their capabilities, and expand
the value chain. Examples such as risk management systems, unbundled product offerings, and
client-facing applications show the promise of technology as a tool to think beyond the traditional
product-and-revenue construct.
As asset management executives begin to grasp the magnitude of data and technology’s impact
on their future organization, many struggle to find a place to start. A clear-eyed assessment of the
organization’s current leadership and operating model against the best practices outlined can identify
both the short-term and long-term changes necessary. Additionally, leadership can gain a sense of
their current state versus peers in key dimensions such as empowered technology leadership,
culture of innovation, technology operating model, and leading development processes
that distinguish front-runners from the rest of the industry.
As the applications of technology expand and the consequences of its use ripple throughout the
industry, leaders face a new competitive equilibrium. CEOs must balance the trade-offs that will
define their current and future business. They must create a clear vision for the organization and
be the catalyst for transformation. Success in the next generation will come to those who harness
the power of data and technology to deliver the best tools that drive efficiency and competitive
advantage to their asset management organizations. This transformation will empower the CEO to
strengthen talent and business practices, deliver greater efficiency in existing spend and ROI, and
create a road map for how technology will help support—and, more importantly, promote and
accelerate—strategic goals.
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SPONSOR PERSPECTIVE

Having gone through one of the most tumultuous years in recent memory,
the Covid-19 pandemic has collectively challenged and changed us—as
individuals, as businesses, and as a society.
In the financial services industry, the change has been dramatic.
Organizations across banking, insurance, and capital markets have
embraced digital innovation at a record pace to adopt new ways of
working, serve the financial needs of customers, and keep the markets
performing. And they have done so while meeting the highest levels of
security and regulatory requirements along the way. The tenacity of the
industry and its workforce has been remarkable.
As a result of the pandemic, change is here to stay. Leaders have shifted
their mindsets and are accelerating their cloud-based transformation
strategies and capabilities to further build resiliency and agility, as well
as innovate and grow. Financial services companies are evaluating their
business models to identify new opportunities to help their customers,
partner across the industry to leverage competitive strengths, and embed
financial services throughout commerce.
This is certainly poised to ratchet up competition within the industry—
between traditional financial services organizations and new, nonfinancial
services entrants—with expectations for new ways of banking and
obtaining insurance, alternate payment methods, and socially responsible
investing, as just a few examples.
The use of cloud, artificial intelligence, advanced analytics, open
application programming interfaces, and blockchain are all technology
tools that can and do help financial services transform the way they are
doing business now and in the future.
Key to success is the ability to connect and tap into the volumes of
available data from both inside and outside their organizations in order
to examine it in intelligent ways to find patterns, forecast and make
predictions, and use it to unlock new value, insights, and opportunities.
At Microsoft, we believe the leading indicator of digital transformation
success is an organization’s ability to build this predictive and
analytical power.
In this white paper, in partnership with Harvard Business Review Analytic
Services, you will hear from leading industry organizations that share their
stories of digital transformation. I encourage you to use this report for
learning and inspiration as we all continue to improve how we respond and
adapt to today, build resilience, and reimagine tomorrow.
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Change is inevitable, yet rarely does it happen at warp
speed. Organizations have reshaped the workforce,
overturned age-old business models, and embraced
digital technologies, from chatbots to blockchain, in
rapid response to the pandemic.
“There has been more innovation in the last six months than in the last
six years,” says Mohanbir Sawhney, professor at the Kellogg School of
Management at Northwestern University.
But these are no longer the early days of Covid-19. As the economy
stabilizes, many organizations are questioning how they can continue to drive
transformation and sustain the gains they’ve made in a short period of time.
Consider, for example, the speed with which companies deployed remote
workforces, or how brick-and-mortar businesses pivoted to e-commerce.
Building on this digital momentum requires examining the tactical
maneuvers that have guided companies during this unprecedented moment
in time and the lessons learned along the way. As many businesses are
discovering, moving forward also requires embracing unconventional
strategies around culture, organizational structure, and leadership.
Indeed, despite all the challenges of quick pivots and fast fails, the reality
is Covid-19 has shown organizations new ways of engaging consumers,
connecting employees, and collaborating with competitors. For many,
there’s no turning back. “There’s been a lot of discussion in our agency
about not wanting to go back to the old way of doing things because [our
new approach] really helped us as an organization,” says Susan DonovanBrown, director general for Employment and Social Development Canada
(ESDC), a department of the Canadian government. “I see a real change in
initiatives-thinking, which has been a really positive outcome of Covid-19.”
In many ways, that initiatives-thinking reinforces the digital transformation
mandate that has long ranked high on organizations’ to-do lists but may
have needed a catalyst to clearly show just how vast the possibilities are.
According to a December 2019 Harvard Business Review Analytic Services
survey, for example, 84% of executives believe new business opportunities
are emerging as their organization digitally transforms. FIGURE 1

HIGHLIGHTS

Organizations have reshaped the
workforce, overturned age-old
business models, and embraced
digital technologies, from chatbots
to blockchain, in rapid response to
the pandemic.

Businesses must take the lessons
learned from the pandemic and
use them to move forward in new
and innovative ways when it comes
to culture, organizational structure,
and leadership.

Competitors must learn to
collaborate, leaders to empathize
with employees, and wellestablished companies to test
new business models.
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“There has been more innovation in the last six months than in the
last six years,” says Mohanbir Sawhney, professor at the Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern University.

Covid-19 was the catalyst that emerged, drastically
changing corporate agendas and forcing organizations to
accelerate their digital transformation journey as survival
and opportunity became intertwined. Simply put, the
pandemic-driven disruption permitted companies to take
unconventional and uncharted paths to strengthen customer
relationships, engage employees, and serve a higher purpose.
This report examines the success factors that have allowed
organizations to rapidly transform the way they interact
with customers, employees, and competitors, whether it
involves rethinking existing business processes, reframing
relationships, or prioritizing the people aspect of their
operations. It will also explore how organizations will
continue to use technology to buttress human capabilities,
and to invest in new solutions, to deepen their resilience
and ability to respond in an ever-evolving environment.

Put People First

Making customers the focal point for an organization’s
prioritization and investment decisions can drive
transformational change in customer experience, which has
become an increasingly important marker for business success.

FIGURE 1

An Evolving Path to Digital Transformation
New business opportunities await those who can negotiate
that journey.
Rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements.

84%
As my organization digitally transforms, new business opportunities are emerging.
83

My organization is facing different digital-transformation challenges today
than it faced two years ago.
69

Best practices for digital transformation are clearer today than in the recent
past, making this transformation easier to achieve.
Source: Harvard Business Review Analytic Services Survey, December 2019
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Walgreens is a perfect example. The retail giant recently
launched a number of new initiatives, including a contactless
pickup service that allows customers to order products online
and then pay for and pick up their items at more than 7,300
pharmacy drive-throughs nationwide. Also serving online
customers is a new health care service chatbot on Walgreens’
Find Care online platform. This chatbot connects patients to a
wide range of health services, enabling visitors to determine
their risk of having Covid-19, as well as receiving real-time
answers to commonly asked questions.
Business-to-business companies are also recognizing the
value of launching new services to elevate and empower
customers. Consider Rockwell Automation’s decision to offer
clients critical services for free. As it is, automation technology
from Rockwell Automation is at the core of many machines,
including those responsible for manufacturing some of today’s
highest quality surgical masks in the fight against Covid19. To better support manufacturers during the pandemic,
Rockwell Automation decided to offer its augmented reality
solution, which “virtually” delivers work instructions to
technicians in the field, as a free service. Other free-of-charge
deliverables include access to e-learning courses and remote
troubleshooting capabilities.
As adoption of these services increased exponentially,
Rockwell Automation quickly created a Covid-19 situation
room—a cross-functional team of 60 senior executives
whose goal is to “make sure we continue to have the ability
to support our customers and deliver value,” says Tom O’Reilly,
vice president of global business development at Rockwell
Automation. Members rely on web-based collaboration and
communication tools, such as videoconferencing and instant
messaging, to regularly check in on customer engagement and
other factors that might impact service quality.
Organizations are also putting employees front and center by
meeting their needs with equal parts flexibility and empathy. At
Manulife, CIO Shamus Weiland says the company makes a point
of “providing flexible schedules to help those who are balancing
working at home with juggling family responsibilities; financial
support, such as salary continuation, for roles where working
remotely is not a possibility; and supplemental short-term
leave at full pay for those impacted by the virus.”
Other perks include additional personal days, motivational
speakers, and Camp Manulife, a four-week virtual summer
camp designed to entertain young children whose parents
work from home. Manulife has also overhauled its intranet
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Business-to-business companies
are also recognizing the value of
launching new services to elevate
and empower customers.

sites “with up-to-date information on staying healthy, tips
to optimize your tech experience, and virtual training,” says
Weiland, adding that site visits have increased 50% since
the upgrade.
Manulife is hardly the exception. “We’re definitely seeing
more emphasis on empathy as organizations home in on the
needs of their people,” says Melissa Swift, a global leader for
workforce transformation at Korn Ferry.

Let Go of the Old, Embrace the New

While rapid transformation requires organizations to embrace
new strategies around customer and employee relations, it
also necessitates parting with long-held business processes
that no longer serve a renewed agenda or vision for the future.
Case in point: When it came time for Walgreens to roll out
pandemic-inspired services for its customers, the company
embraced a whole new approach to deployment. Updating a
website, or designing a chatbot, can take months of writing
code and negotiating features and functionalities with various
business leaders. To expedite this process, Walgreens scaled
agile methodologies across the entire enterprise, says Andrea
Farris, the company’s vice president of development.
Scrum teams, once primarily comprised of software
developers, now “include representation from all the
different areas of the business, from supply chain to finance to
operations to learning and development,” he says. Walgreens

also began focusing on speed and iterative progress—a
tactic that helped reduce service deployment cycles from
months to weeks.
“We stopped letting perfect be the enemy of good and
started launching new customer experiences at an accelerated
rate, iterating and improving along the way,” says Farris.
Walgreens isn’t alone in its widespread application of
agile. “We’re starting to see agile concepts adopted even
at large, traditional enterprises,” says Sawhney. The pace is
only likely to quicken, he adds, as “smaller, collaborative,
cross-functional teams make organizations more adaptable
and resilient.”
Some companies are even going so far as to challenge the
notion of what it means to be a competitive company in a free
market. In early 2020, when the U.K. government summoned
British industries to help produce critical intensive care unit
ventilators, High Value Manufacturing Catapult (HVMC)
could have remained beholden to the traditional notion of
competition by embarking on a solo journey to a solution.
Instead, HVMC, a group of manufacturing research centers
in the U.K., formed a consortium of some of that nation’s top
industrial, technology, and engineering businesses from the
aerospace, automotive, motorsport, and medical sectors,
with the common goal of building at least 20 years’ worth of
ventilators in 12 weeks.
According to HVMC’s CEO, Dick Elsy, adapting to a new
definition of competition and data transparency were key to
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“We made the bold decision to have complete transparency of data.
It was transformational. By being completely open, there was no
need for heavy-handed oversight and governance, which would have
disabled rapid implementation,” says Dick Elsy, CEO of HVMC.

overcoming some of the project’s biggest hurdles and fostering
collaboration. Self-organizing teams replaced command-andcontrol processes to create a flat organizational structure
across the consortium, with industry competitors encouraged
to share project data from financial details to information
on production bottlenecks.
“We made the bold decision to have complete transparency
of data,” says Elsy. “It was transformational. By being
completely open, there was no need for heavy-handed
oversight and governance, which would have disabled
rapid implementation.” Leaders also met regularly via
videoconference to stay aligned on project milestones.
Some sectors, however, are known for being beholden
to age-old processes and traditional concepts of work.
Government, for example, continues to be burdened by
legacy systems, disconnected workflows, and painfully
bureaucratic reporting structures. Yet when the Canadian
government began to roll out financial support programs for
those impacted by Covid-19, ESDC’s Donovan-Brown knew
the federal agency had to act fast.
By summoning public servants out of retirement,
ESDC managed to staff a virtual contact center to answer
constituent inquiries about the nation’s newly launched
Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) program for
Canadians directly affected by Covid-19. A freeze on lowpriority projects created more time for mission-critical
tasks, such as setting up distribution centers to provision,
distribute, and virtually connect laptops for nearly 30,000
remote workers—only 5% of whom used to work from home.
Web conferencing and instant messaging tools “became
instrumental in allowing teams to collaborate virtually and
meet on a regular basis,” says Donovan-Brown. Extensive
system upgrades on everything from servers and storage
capabilities to remote access solutions continue to ensure
secure and reliable access to ESDC’s IT environment.
Accelerated digital transformation aside, Donovan-Brown
says meeting constituent needs in the midst of a pandemic
would not have been possible without adopting a distinctly
private-sector approach to government workflows.
“Normally, government gets bogged down because
it’s all about risk management and mitigation and longterm plans,” says Donovan-Brown. “But we had a defined
objective—to provide critical services to Canadians.” Meeting
this objective, she says, hinged on senior management’s
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willingness to allow the team to deploy solutions first, and
iterate later, for the sake of speed.

Lean on a Strong Foundation for
Resilience and Speed

Companies that had already invested in robust technology
infrastructure and solutions before the pandemic unfolded
found themselves uniquely positioned to weather some of
its more rattling effects. For instance, when the pandemic
shut down offices worldwide, companies needed to provide
a battalion of remote workers with secure and reliable
access to corporate networks—and to do so fast. TorontoDominion (TD) Bank was ready. “Our IT systems were set up
to handle 20,000 employees working remotely,” recalls Jeff
Martin, a senior vice president and CIO at TD. “In a matter
of days, we pivoted and were able to set up a stable system
for 60,000 people working from home, including contact
center colleagues and trading teams in Canada and the U.S.”
One reason for TD’s resilience is the company’s prepandemic preparedness. Months earlier, TD upgraded its
remote access services to provide employees with virtual
access to all their desktop applications and files, whether
at the office or at home. Other fortuitous moves: providing
TD’s wealth management division with videoconferencing
capabilities and maintaining strong relations with vendors
that ultimately helped TD procure, provision, and ship more
than 10,000 laptops to remote workers “in a matter of weeks,”
says Martin. As a result, when the mass move to remote
work came given the disruption wrought by the pandemic,
TD was able to adapt somewhat seamlessly.
Similarly, Northwell Health, one of the biggest health care
providers in New York state, had created a foundation for
resilience with earlier investments in chatbot technology.
This includes NORA, a chatbot designed to help clinicians find
patient information and test results on their smartphones,
enabling them to provide patients with prompt answers to
their health care questions.

Augment Human Capabilities
with Technology

For organizations like Northwell Health, investments in
chatbots and other technologies serve an important dual
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

Financial Services: Picking Up the Digital Pace
The rise of financial services technology (fintech)
companies and evolving customer expectations have
driven banks, asset managers, and other financial
institutions to delve into digital transformation. But
the pace of change has been relatively slow, despite
the positive impact innovative technologies such as
the cloud and artificial intelligence can have on an
institution’s core services and customer experience.
The pace, however, has been hastened by Covid-19,
as many organizations have been forced to tap into the
business resiliency needed to pivot, change, and grow
in response to the crisis. A perfect example is how
many financial institutions have quickly transitioned
their employees to remote work and strengthened
their virtual connections both with employees and with
customers using digital solutions. One such solution is
cloud computing.
For years, security, privacy, and data protection
concerns, particularly in heavily regulated industries
such as financial services, delayed widespread adoption
of the cloud. But that reluctance is changing as Covid19 helps organizations recognize the cloud’s ability to
not only connect remote workers but also drive stronger
risk management, respond to regulatory compliance
requirements, and meet emerging customer demands.
For instance, cloud solutions with preconfigured
security controls can ensure financial institutions, many
of which collect and store credit card data, comply with
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards without
requiring extensive assistance from IT or finance teams.
Cloud computing is also playing a significant role
in helping financial institutions become more agile.
This change is because with greater cloud-generated
agility comes rapid-fire design, development, and
deployment of digital tools, such as instant messaging,
videoconferencing, and web-based collaboration
solutions. These technologies allow remote financial
services employees to stay connected and engage in
greater cross-functional collaboration.
Just ask Jeff Martin, the chief information officer (CIO)
for the Toronto-Dominion (TD) Bank, who says cloudbased collaboration these days is “about taking people
and putting them together virtually, where you have a
loan person working with legal, working with a UI (user
interface) design person, working with a programmer. All
of these people are working together—not just working

on a task and handing it over to the next person.” The
result, says Martin, is a considerably faster approach
to achieving positive business outcomes, such as
releasing a new customer-facing app or approving a
loan application.
When combined with private clouds, a hybrid cloud
environment can help deepen risk and customer insights,
facilitate regulatory compliance, and manage security.
For example, cloud can ensure remote workers’ digital
interactions with an employer are as seamless as meeting
face-to-face in a boardroom.
“Our cloud-based systems and other remote access
technologies allow our employees to work virtually with
the same access, tools, and communications lines
available to them in the office,” says Shamus Weiland,
CIO at Manulife, a global financial services group.
Customer expectations of financial services institutions
are also evolving as consumers become accustomed
to higher levels of personalization, convenience, and
relevance in their day-to-day interactions with all
industries, from retail to health care.
“Customer behaviors and adoption of digital have
changed significantly during Covid-19—in a way that
we’ve never seen before,” says Weiland.
The good news is cloud resources can easily scale
to support emerging customer demands and market
fluctuations. Indeed, many financial services institutions
are using cloud technology, and the full breadth of their
data assets, to deploy secure analytical solutions, from
which they can derive insights into customer behavior
and preferences. This blending of cloud and data
analytics also allows for more granular risk analysis,
modeling, and simulation to improve risk management.
Certainly, change comes with challenges, but Covid-19
is proving to be the catalyst needed to push past legacy
systems and traditional business processes, prompting
financial services institutions to ask not when but how
they can further their digital transformation journey.
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The pandemic has taught many lessons, but one of the top
ones may be that purpose can drive organizations to some of
the most creative strategies and most fearless decisions.

purpose. On the one hand, they allow for quick pivots
in the midst of changing circumstances. But innovative
technologies also serve to augment human capabilities.
For instance, adding 100 agents to its contact center team
still didn’t prepare Northwell Health for an early onslaught
of patient queries in the wake of Covid-19. “We started to
get thousands of calls from patients with questions such as,
‘I’m not feeling well—do I have Covid-19?’ ‘These are my
symptoms, what do I do?’ And ‘Do I need to see a doctor?’”
says John Bosco, CIO for Northwell Health.
In response, Northwell Health designed and deployed
virtual artificial intelligence (AI) health care assistants,
which are really chatbots, that direct patients to critical
information, as well as provide them with Covid-19 lab
results, without human intervention. During the surge in
Covid-19 patients earlier this year, these AI-powered chatbots
handled nearly 20% of Northwell Health’s total patient access
contact center calls.
Similarly, health care provider Providence can attest to the
power of chatbots, among other innovative technologies.
In January of 2020, the organization became the first U.S.
health care provider to hospitalize a Covid-19 patient. Still,
it wasn’t enough time to prepare for March, when people
became “scared of this novel virus,” threatening to overcrowd

Purpose-Driven Transformation

FIGURE 2

The Rising Popularity of Telehealth
The pandemic changed how American adults feel about
telehealth for the better
Has the Covid-19 pandemic increased your willingness to try telehealth in
the future?

■ 60% Yes
■ 25% Have not thought about it before
■ 15% No

Source: Sykes Enterprises Survey, March 2020
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emergency rooms, says B.J. Moore, executive vice president
and CIO for Providence.
Using CDC guidelines and its own clinical protocols,
Providence was able to build an AI-powered chatbot
for a coronavirus assessment tool to help people in the
communities it serves know whether they should seek
medical attention for their respiratory symptoms. The result
has been that patients could get fast and accurate answers
to pressing questions without having to enter the facility.
“The chatbot assesses a patient’s symptoms and risks based
upon their answers to certain questions, and from there,
recommends whether a patient should not be concerned,
check back later, or click on a button to set up a telehealth
consultation,” says Moore.
Human skills-enhancing technology has also helped
Providence prepare for virtual health visits via phone or
videoconferencing, leading to such visits skyrocketing from
70 visits a week to nearly 70,000. To date, Providence has not
only been able to add 10,000 new health care professionals
to its telemedicine program but also connect these care
providers to patients in a reliable and secure manner.
No wonder a March 2020 survey of 2,000 U.S. adults by
information technology firm Sykes Enterprises found that
60% said Covid-19 made them more likely to consider using
telehealth services in the future. FIGURE 2

The pandemic has taught many lessons, but one of the top
ones may be that purpose can drive organizations to some
of the most creative strategies and most fearless decisions.
Witness that at a time when there were only 5,900 ventilators
available in the U.K. with experts forecasting a need for
20,000 more machines, HVMC met this urgent request
by embracing a creative and counterintuitive approach to
competition.
The ongoing challenge for companies is to keep that actfast spirit alive and well. Already, the progress of pandemicinspired initiatives has emboldened some organizations to
test new service delivery models. Take Walgreens’ recently
announced plans to build hundreds of primary care clinics
next to its retail pharmacy stores within the next five years
as one such illustration. The project, dubbed Village Medical
at Walgreens, will unite primary care doctors with local
pharmacists in an integrated model to provide patients with
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Even blockchain promises to
play a more significant role in
health care by allowing multiple
health care practitioners to
contribute to a single patient record
with security and immutability.

greater health care service and convenience—factors they’ve
grown accustomed to over the pandemic. The clinics also
will provide 24/7 care via telehealth and at-home visits.
New and exciting use cases for solutions designed
specifically for Covid-19 are also emerging. Consider what’s
going on at Northwell Health, where its eponymously named
mobile app allows patients to book a telehealth appointment,
pay bills, find doctors, and access medical records. However,
Bosco, the health care provider’s CIO, imagines a day when
the app will be used to eliminate gaps in patient care. For
example, he says, it could be programmed to automatically
send a patient with type 1 diabetes a notification that it’s
time to schedule an eye exam. Another idea being tested:
a wearable device that tracks a patient’s vital signs and
automatically notifies a hospital practitioner if the patient is
experiencing a spike in temperature or irregular heart rate.
“This way, a medical practitioner can act immediately rather
than wait until the next time a clinician comes in to take a
patient’s vital signs,” says Bosco.
While such technologies hold enormous promise for
the health care industry, Bosco warns, “these programs
will have to be proven out clinically” before they gain
widespread traction.
Yet some solutions are already reshaping the future of
patient care. Since the pandemic, Providence has monitored
more than 1,000 positive or presumed positive Covid19 patients remotely. “The big thing to come out of this

pandemic is more at-home care, more remote monitoring,
and more dynamic forms of patient care delivery,” says
Moore, the organization’s CIO.
The next step, he says, involves integrating multiple
solutions, such as smart thermometers, oxygen sensors,
and heart rate monitors, and aggregating the data they
generate, for a more holistic, end-to-end view of a patient.
Even blockchain promises to play a more significant role in
health care by allowing multiple health care practitioners
to contribute to a single patient record with security and
immutability. For instance, blockchain could help physicians
keep better track of whether a patient has received a Covid19 vaccine, regardless of where it’s administered.
Even leadership is taking new shape as organizations
come off the success of previous projects. HVMC’s ventilator
challenge provides one such glimpse. Given the success
of the project, spearheaded by a consortium of industry
giants, HVMC’s Elsy is currently examining whether the same
collaborative, noncompetitive approach can be used to solve
other critical issues. “Why don’t we apply some of those new
rules and ways of working to other big national challenges?”
he asks. “Can we create that can-do culture, empower people
to do the right thing, [and] bring competitors together to
work on common ground and common challenges? We think
that’s perfectly possible.”
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Businesses must take the lessons learned from the pandemic
and use them to move forward in new and innovative ways when
it comes to culture, organizational structure, and leadership.

Conclusion

Certainly, Covid-19 created a momentum that has enabled
businesses to easily cram years of digital transformation into
mere months. But it will take more than robust networks
and collaboration platforms to prepare for a challenging
future. Rather, businesses must take the lessons learned
from the pandemic and use them to move forward in new
and innovative ways when it comes to culture, organizational
structure, and leadership.
Competitors must learn to collaborate, leaders to empathize
with employees, and well-established companies to test new
business models. Why? Because there is no going back to the
way things were. Sawhney likens the situation to a rubber
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band. “When you take a rubber band and stretch it beyond
its elastic limit, and release the pressure, it will not go back to
its original shape,” he says. “It will be permanently changed.”
Covid-19 has tested digital transformation’s elasticity,
forever changing how organizations operate. Now the
challenge is for organizations to maintain the boldness
inspired by the pandemic’s disruption to continue to innovate
in new and creative ways.
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This paper represents an update of a version originally published in September 2020.
In the short time since then, the expansion of ESG has accelerated even further,
calling for a refreshed perspective with data through the end of the year.

Growing much faster than predicted,
environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) investing has
emerged as a leading driver of change
in the asset management industry.
It is influencing all segments of
the value chain, from investment
analysis to product distribution, fund
selection, manager due diligence,
and financial advice. Additionally,
it holds important implications for
risk mitigation, asset pricing, and
shareholder returns.
Asset managers, particularly active
houses, have a unique opportunity
to harness ESG, sustainability, and
impact considerations to position
their business propositions around
active ownership and stewardship.
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DRIVERS OF CHANGE

Extraordinary demand from institutional and retail clients has
supported the rapid growth of responsible, sustainable, and impact
investment funds. Global assets in dedicated ESG mutual funds
and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) surpassed $2 trillion by yearend 2020, more than twice the amount of five years ago. The US
market has witnessed the fastest growth, with assets rising to $275
billion. Additional large sums are managed through private vehicles
and separate accounts adopting ESG in the investment process or
through shareholder engagement.

The influence of ESG can be seen across the asset management
value chain. It is transforming investment analysis, risk management,
product development, distribution, and fund marketing and sales.
At the same time, it has heavily influenced financial advisory and
wealth management, fund selection, and manager due diligence
processes. In response, asset management companies are
implementing best practices and adapting their systems, processes,
and teams to gain a competitive advantage. Firms are also deploying
technology to harness ESG insights from big data.

Asset managers are continuing to expand their capabilities
in ESG investing in response to the demand underpinned
by multiple catalysts. Key drivers include rising client demand,
risk management considerations, opportunities to improve
shareholder value, and responding to long-term forces such
as demographics and climate change.

Although ESG has been more widely embraced in Europe,
it is on the verge of rapid expansion in the US, the biggest fund
management market in the world. This White Paper provides
a global perspective with a deeper look at the US market using
our proprietary datasets.
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RISING DEMAND AND SUPPLY

Investment activity in ESG mutual funds and ETFs has grown
at a remarkable pace with net flows more than doubling to
$371 billion worldwide in 2020. Perhaps even more striking
was the fact that ESG strategies accounted for one-half of
global long-term fund net flows excluding money market
vehicles. Although volumes remain greatest in Europe and
international cross-border markets, activity is growing much
faster in North America.
INNOVATION ACROSS ASSET CLASSES
Managers are finding gains across asset classes as they develop
responsible investment products beyond traditional equities.
Fixed income has been a focus recently, but multi-asset, money
market, and liquid alternative options have also emerged to give
investors a much broader palette to construct their portfolios.
While implementing ESG has been challenging in certain asset
classes, access to new data sources and methodologies have
facilitated product development.

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR DIVERSIFIED SOLUTIONS
The increased range of ESG building blocks enables advisors
to construct more diversified responsible investment portfolios.
It gives broker-dealer and advisory firms greater latitude
to develop model portfolios, helping advisors to more easily
deliver solutions to their clients. Similarly, it allows digital
advice and robo-advisors to strengthen their platforms.
With deeper multi-asset capabilities, managers can build
sustainable, long-term target-date and target-risk solutions
for retirement investors. All these developments will help
open up ESG investing to a more extensive client base.

ESG fund net flows by region ($ bn)
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EVOLVING FRAMEWORKS AND FUND STRATEGIES

Asset owners and managers are pursuing an increasingly diverse
range of approaches, combining elements of both responsible
asset selection and responsible ownership. Asset selection entails
various forms of screening, along with the systematic integration
of ESG factors in investment analysis and decision-making.
Responsible ownership encompasses voting, engagement with
issuers, and activism.

Individual funds often combine several of these activities yet
are classified under one of a few core responsible investment
types. As outlined below, these range from exclusionary
screening to systematic ESG integration and engagement,
best-in-class and positive screening, thematic strategies
including sustainable funds, and impact investments.

Responsible investment fund approaches

Exclusions

The broad strategies apply additional exclusions to the portfolio, over and above the
standard screens on controversial weapons, such as cluster munitions and landmines.
Exclusions of certain sectors, companies or practices based on ESG criteria, for example,
Conventional Weapons, Tobacco, Nuclear, or the Norms-Based Screening (NBS) approach.

RI – Embedded

RI – Screened

Integration/
Engagement

This category includes strategies that systematically integrate ESG into investment
decision-making processes and/or employ proactive voting/engagement strategies.

Best-in-class
& Positive
screening

These strategies pick those companies that have the best ESG score in a particular
sector, including best-in-universe and best-in-sector. Also includes weighting allocations
to companies with better ESG scores (tilts).

Impact
Investing

These strategies explicitly target generating a positive impact on sustainable
developments, alongside financial return, and includes green- and social-bond
strategies. This predominantly applies to private equity and other illiquid products.

Sustainability/
thematic
investment

This category includes a variety of thematic-focused strategies, including renewable
energy, sustainable transport, buildings sector, water/waste management, etc. Also
includes single-theme and multi-thematic funds, and strategies with a low carbon
footprint as an explicit target.

Source: Broadridge Data and Analytics.
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SHIFTING CLIENT PREFERENCES
During the past decade, the center of gravity has shifted away
from values-based, exclusionary approaches embodied by the first
wave of ‘socially responsible investing’ and ethical funds. Attention
now focuses on the systematic integration of financially material
ESG risks and opportunities, combined with active shareholder
engagement. The needle is also pointing towards thematic,
sustainability-related, and impact investments that seek positive
outcomes alongside competitive financial results.

Best-in-class positive screening approaches still capture the largest
proportion of investor commitments, but the share of flows going
to sustainable, thematic, and systematic integration strategies has
expanded. Funds that solely employ exclusionary screens attracted
only 14% of flows, a dramatic decline in their share of wallet.
As investors favor outcome-oriented strategies such as sustainable
and impact funds, asset managers will need to demonstrate how
real-world ESG outcomes are being delivered and benchmarked.

ESG funds by type worldwide, net flows (%)

ESG funds by type worldwide, AUM (%)
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INFLECTION POINT FOR THE US MARKET

GROWTH AND RESILIENCE
Investors in the US are quickly warming to ESG. Net flows to
long-term responsible funds more than doubled in 2020 to $51
billion after quadrupling in the preceding year. Recent gains have
been driven mainly by a surge in ETF purchases, although active
funds still set new records in each quarter. Together, net flows
into active and passive ESG strategies grew despite the financial
and economic shocks of the Covid-19 pandemic and surged
towards the end of the year.

INSTITUTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
The growth of ESG in mutual funds and ETFs has been propelled
by both retail and institutional demand. Additionally, about
10% of assets correspond to funds sub-advised by third party
managers. Demand from institutional investors is also supporting
the expansion of ESG in separate accounts, commingled
funds, collective investment trusts, and alternative vehicles.
Broadridge’s Global Market Intelligence datasets suggests at
least $384 billion of professionally managed institutional assets
as of September 2020.

ESG fund net flows in the US ($ bn)
8

Active Fund
Index Fund

7

ETF
6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Source: Broadridge Global Market Intelligence Funds. Excludes money market and fund-of-funds.
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ACTIVE MANAGERS IN THE DRIVING SEAT

HOME FOR ACTIVE EQUITY
Currently, active strategies account for the majority of ESG
fund assets, representing 81% of the segment in Europe and
64% in the US. These numbers will decline over time as passive
strategies gain. Active funds in the US attracted 50% of ESG net
flows during 2019, but their share dropped to 31% in 2020.
Despite the rising popularity of index funds and ETFs, ESG
represents one of the most attractive segments for active fund
managers. Flows into active ESG equity funds continue to build
steadily, in contrast to persistent net redemptions from non-ESG
peers. To maintain their edge in this segment, active managers
can highlight their agility in proactively managing risks, leveraging
active ownership, pursuing dynamic high-conviction strategies,
and delivering sustainable outcomes.

ACCOUNTING FOR COSTS
For both active and index managers, the costs of ESG may rise
in tandem with investor expectations for robust, state-of-the-art
implementation. Such costs relate to data acquisition, expanded
research, growing analyst teams and product specialists,
wholesaler retraining, impact measurement, reporting and
shareholder servicing, technology infrastructure upgrades, and
corporate engagement. For active funds, costs may represent
a smaller portion of total expenses than for index funds that
compete fiercely on lower fees.

Active equity funds in the US: Net flows ($ bn)
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BUILDING BRANDS AROUND ACTIVE OWNERSHIP

NEW VALUE PROPOSITIONS
The advent of ESG creates a unique opportunity for investment
firms to redefine their value propositions and update traditional
active management into a more compelling form of ownership.
Until recently, most firms were conservative shareholders with
relatively passive approaches to proxy voting and engagement.
A more forceful engagement strategy can not only improve
shareholder returns but also support a stronger brand image
as a force for good.

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE APPLICATIONS OF DATA
Quantitative and index ESG strategies continue to grow
in sophistication and can play an essential role in a portfolio.
Yet the low correlations between ESG metrics from different
providers remains a challenge for constructing rules-based
approaches. Also, quantitative information alone has limits
when assessing potential ESG improvements that may reward
shareholders. Passive managers have also at times been
perceived as less engaged shareholders, although most of them
are now strengthening their corporate governance activities.

ALIGNING WITH OUTCOMES
Many aspects of ESG investing lend themselves to active
approaches. These include the management of non-transparent
risks, the ability to reduce or eliminate holdings, and identifying
forward-looking opportunities when outcomes cannot be detected
easily with current and historical data.
Active strategies also align closely with the increasing focus
on outcomes through intentional impact investments and
sustainability-themed solutions. These include funds dedicated
to climate change, social impact, or investing through the lens
of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.
Delivering such outcomes, along with measuring and
communicating impact, requires more effort from asset
managers but serves as an important differentiator between
the leading firms.
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SUPPORTING FINANCIAL ADVISORS

By helping financial advisors in meeting the responsible
investment needs of their clients, asset managers can drive faster
adoption. In the US, seven out of ten financial advisors use
ESG funds, and their usage is expected to increase in the coming
years. Advisors serving high net worth clients are even more likely
to increase their ESG commitments. While the majority of advisors
across all channels use ESG, significant potential remains as only
11% of their clients have assets in such products. Wirehouse
broker-dealers may play a key role since a higher proportion of
them indicate inclusion of ESG options on their platform and
promotion by the home office.

Advisor use of ESG expected to rise

Advisors with higher AUM and younger advisors
are more likely to use ESG funds

% Use ESG Mutual Funds and/or ETFS
Today

Expected in 2 years

71%

84%
(mean; includes zero)
Expected in 2 years

6%

13%

Source Broadridge, The Impact of 2020 on Advice – and Advisers.
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Greater choice of ESG
products available

52%

Performance of ESG
products has improved

41%

More ESG options are being
included on my BD platform

31%

28%

Model portfolios I use are
incorporating ESG more

27%

Preferred fund providers are
offering more ESG options
Recommended/promoted
by home office

40% for Wirehouse

29%

My own personal beliefs/values

Today

12

81%

My fiduciary responsibility to
offer ESG options to clients

% of Mutual Fund/ETF Assets in ESG

80

Increasing interest among
clients

Wirehouse brokerdealers may play a key
role in adoption of ESG

21%
9%

19% for Wirehouse

Source: Broadridge, Needs and Strategies of Financial Advisors – 2021

ROLE OF MODEL PORTFOLIOS
Broker-dealer, registered investment advisor (RIA), and wirehouse
channels accounted for more than half of ESG fund flows in
2020. These intermediary channels are especially important
for active managers, and managers can play a crucial role in
empowering advisors to deliver responsible investment solutions
more effectively.
To facilitate greater use, addressing the frequent misalignment
of expectations between investors, advisors, and product
providers is essential. Gaps in knowledge and understanding
of ESG often drive such misalignments. Responsible investment
has become complicated and confusing, and advisors need help
to advance their learning curve. They also need better tools and
content to communicate with clients. Educational programs,
greater transparency, and clarity from asset managers about
investment processes and outcomes will help.

Upgrading model portfolios to incorporate additional ESG risk
and allocation considerations will act as a catalyst for growth.
Models are increasingly relied upon in retail intermediary
channels through broker-dealer managed accounts, digital
advice and robo-advisor solutions, and emerging model
marketplaces via fund company and third-party strategists.
At least $4.5 trillion in assets reside in model portfolios, with
55% of that invested through mutual funds and
45% via ETFs.
Model portfolios enable advisors to build scalable businesses
and to focus more attention on clients. Models implemented
through Unified Managed Accounts that integrate separately
managed accounts, funds, and ETFs can also offer flexibility
for customization to each client’s unique ESG preferences.

ESG flows by channel in the US, 2019-2020 ($ bn)
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Source: Broadridge Global Market Intelligence – Americas. Excludes trust, retirement, and other intermediary.
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COMPETING FOR TRUST AND THE NEXT GENERATION OF CLIENTS

The ESG and responsible investing market is now intensely
competitive with a growing number of providers. Large
global organizations with extensive distribution footprints
and significant resources have prioritized sustainability
as an integral part of their corporate strategies.

Sub-advisory relationships to access specialist ESG capabilities
may also become more common. Only about 10% of responsible
fund assets in the US is outsourced to non-affiliated external
managers. Over time, we can expect competition, costs,
complexity and scale to encourage a larger number of firms
to seek out sub-advisory partners across the spectrum
of sustainable investments.

Many firms, however, remain dependent on Europe for new
business. Few have yet succeeded in scaling their capabilities
globally. Among the top ten firms ranked by their flows into
ESG funds in 2020, seven of them sourced 99%-100% of their
business from Europe. As demand for responsible investment
ramps up in the US, opportunities will open for both local and
international providers.

Top managers of ESG funds by net flows, 2020
ESG Net Flows

ESG % of

Rank

Group Name

$bn

% Active

% Europe

Total Flows

1

BlackRock

65.6

14%

64%

32%

2

UBS AG

14.9

44%

100%

>100%*

3

Intesa SanPaolo Group

10.6

100%

100%

>100%*

4

Amundi

10.4

23%

100%

>100%*

5

Crédit Suisse Group

10.0

52%

100%

70%

6

Nordea AB

9.2

100%

100%

86%

9

Pictet

8.3

100%

99%

53%

8

BNP Paribas

8.1

65%

100%

>100%*

7

DWS

7.6

22%

88%

>100%*

10

Mizuho Financial Group

7.3

>100%

0%

>100%*

Source: Broadridge Global Market Intelligence Funds. Excludes money market and fund-of-funds.
Europe includes international cross-border. >100%* denotes net outflows from the company’s full fund range.
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BROADENING THE CLIENT BASE
During the past decade, ESG has become an important force
in the asset management industry. Assets have expanded
dramatically with compound annual growth rates (CAGRs)
of 23% in the US and 19% in Europe and international
cross-border markets in the past five years. These rates are
much higher than in the preceding half-decade, and roughly
2-3 times greater than for non-ESG products.

As ESG moves into the mainstream, asset managers have
a chance to engage with a broader client base - especially with
younger investors - and to facilitate committed, longer-term
savings. Also, successful integration into the investment process
may contribute to better management of risks and improved
shareholder returns – a potential source of alpha. The fund
industry can also play a more vital role as allocators of financial
capital for sustainable growth.

ESG fund AUM and CAGR

United States ($ bn)

Europe & International (€ bn)
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Source: Broadridge Global Market Intelligence Funds. Includes money market but excludes fund-of-funds.
International represents cross-border funds, primarily UCITS.
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UNLOCKING THE AMERICAS

SURPASSING $600 BILLION NEXT YEAR
Europe has established a long lead in ESG investing and will likely
maintain a higher volume of business for the foreseeable future.
However, recent gains in the United States have been remarkable.
If current growth rates persist, assets in the US will exceed
$600 billion by the end of next year. As a result, asset management
companies from around the world – and particularly from Europe
– will find more attractive opportunities in the Americas.
The most successful approaches will align with broader distribution
trends in the US market. These include the widening divergence
between active and passive funds, the rising importance of asset
allocation programs and model portfolios, the ongoing shift to feefor-advice solutions, channel developments including the expansion
of registered investment advisors, emphasis on lower cost and
higher quality, and the growth of digital platforms.

NEW REGULATORY DIRECTIONS
Changes in the White House suggests different regulatory
and policy attitudes on ESG investments as well as shareholder
engagement and proxy voting. The Department of Labor’s final
rule on Financial Factors in Selecting Plan Investments could
be revisited, and the Securities and Exchange Commission may
explore enhanced ESG and climate risk disclosure requirements.
Government policy on climate change, renewable energy and
green infrastructure could also create opportunities for asset
managers in sustainable investment.
Across the Atlantic, regulation will consume significant resources
from asset managers in Europe. In particular, the Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) requires firms to
differentiate between ‘light green’ and ‘dark green’ strategies,
and to disclose the adverse sustainability impacts of their
investments. Some of this thinking may travel to the US and
other regions in time.

ESG fund AUM forecast for the US ($ bn)
700
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Source: Broadridge Global Market Intelligence Funds. Includes money market but excludes fund-of-funds.
Forecast assumes growth rate since 2018 persists until 2022.
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LOOKING FORWARD

While ESG holds promise for asset managers, the next stage
of growth will require substantial commitments by firms
to adapt their systems, processes and teams. The proliferation
of data has opened many possibilities. At the same time,
it has also created challenges in extracting relevant insights
for investment decisions and shareholder engagement.
The industry is trying to develop more useful metrics,
key performance indicators, standards and benchmarks
grounded in financial materiality.
As firms pursue their business strategy in this space, they
will consider the benefits of outsourcing key inputs and
functions such as ESG data acquisition, technology and
analytics. And potentially even investment management
through sub-advisory routes. Costs will remain an essential
factor in this equation.
How asset managers support financial advisors in meeting
the responsible investment needs of clients will be critical.
Upgrading advisory toolkits, especially model portfolios which
increasingly guide allocation decisions, could facilitate adoption.
Retraining wholesalers and product specialists to clearly
articulate a company’s ESG array will also be essential.

Explore the full suite of ESG resources
on our Distribution Insight Platform.
Sign in or register for free today at
distributioninsight.broadridge.com.
Analyze the rapidly evolving ESG
opportunity using Broadridge’s
Global Market Intelligence (GMI) platform.
Launch the product on our DI platform here.
Schedule a GMI demonstration and
transform your distribution strategy for ESG.
Please contact Fred Kosanovic via email
Fred.Kosanovic@broadridge.com
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Overview
The green economy is an increasingly important part of addressing
environmental objectives and its data, a key part of investors sustainable
investment tool kit.
With the development of new green taxonomies at the national level, broad,
granular datasets are going to be important in their implementation.
The FTSE Russell Green Revenues 2.0 (“GR 2.0”) Data Model provides
investors with data on more than 3,000 global listed companies that have
exposure to the green economy. It addresses important challenges of green
economy data; the taxonomy of green activities, tiers of “greenness” and low
levels of disclosure of green revenues.
The green economy investment opportunity is US$4 trillion market cap, an
equivalent to 5% of the total listed equity market. It has grown faster than the
overall equity market since 2009 and is estimated to have overtaken the size
of the oil & gas sector. However, it will require further acceleration to achieve
global environmental objectives.
Energy management and efficiency is by far the largest sector in the green
economy (33% of the economy). However, other important sectors such as
waste, water & sustainable agriculture are also large, despite having a lower
profile.

FTSE Russell
ftserussell.com
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Executive summary
•

The green economy is an increasingly important part of addressing
environmental objectives and its data, a key part of investors sustainable
investment tool kit.

•

With the development of multiple new green taxonomies at the national level
broad, it is widely accepted that granular datasets are going to be key in their
implementation.

•

One of the main challenges is taking the step from defining taxonomies to the
generation of company level data, where the level of disclosure is low. FTSE
Russell Green Revenues 2.0 (“GR 2.0”) addresses these issues providing
investors with a broad range of end use.

•

The data shows the green economy is represented by more than 3,000
global listed companies, which is a $4 trillion market capitalization
opportunity—an equivalent of over 5% of the total listed equity market.

•

The green economy has grown faster than the overall equity market. This
growth will need to accelerate if the world is to meet the investment levels
outlined to achieve the objective of keeping global warming within 2 degrees.

•

The green economy is both diversified by company size and geography,
although certain areas such as Europe and Japan are more exposed. From
an industry perspective, almost two thirds of the green economy come from
utilities, technology and industrial goods and services.

•

Within the GR 2.0 data, energy management & efficiency represents a third
of the green economy, providing solutions to multiple environmental issues.
Renewable energy is one of the highest profile areas of the green economy,
but other areas such as water, pollution control or sustainable food &
agriculture are less discussed, but also very important.

•

In the rapidly evolving world of green products and services, we expect the
market to continue to grow, and new activities develop. The GR 2.0 data set
will help investors analyze the opportunity, their exposure to it and look for
potential winners and losers.

ftserussell.com

Green economy in focus, new
taxonomies but a lack of granular
data.

The green economy is large‒ 3,000
companies, $4 trillion investment
opportunity, 5-6% of the global
equity market.

Energy efficiency is 33% of the
green economy.

The green economy will rapidly
evolve over the coming years.

FTSE Russell
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Section 1: Defining and measuring the
green economy
Importance of the green economy
The green economy has been increasing in focus in recent years as global plans
to address climate change and other environmental issues gather momentum,
with the green economy providing the products and services essential for
delivering these plans.

We all know that the green economy is the future,”
Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary-General, 28/3/19

The role of investors in mobilizing climate finance is critical and both clients and
regulators are increasingly looking to financial institutions to deploy investment in
the green economy. Given the size of budgets which are going towards green
investment (e.g., the EU Green Deal), the green economy is also an important
segment for investors looking for growth. Calls for a green-focused recovery and
the acceleration of industries in transition further define its importance.

Taxonomies
What constitutes a green product or service is under increasing scrutiny as
multiple national jurisdictions are developing green taxonomies. To date, the EU
green taxonomy is the most advanced, but the UK, China, Japan and Malaysia
are also involved in developing their own taxonomies. While their focus differs to
some degree, the fundamental driver of mobilizing climate finance is the same.

Numerous countries are developing
their own green taxonomies.

The definition of what is the green economy is complicated by the range of
different factors, which can define “green”:
•

Products and services, which are used to deliver solutions to mitigate
environmental issues (e.g. solar power or high efficiency products);

•

Companies whose internal operations are such that they produce products
with lower environmental footprints than the rest of the industry (this can
apply to any products or services from cement to smartphones);

•

Industries in transition (typically dirtier industries assessing participants
transition of their operations to lower environmental footprints);

•

Involvement/netting off of dirtier activities (e.g. “significant environmental
harm” in the companies’ operations) or combining with broader sustainability
issues such as social and development.

While these are important issues, the wider the range of factors, the harder the
measurement challenge, and the less focus on the green economy of green
products and services.
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Data challenges
While much focus has been placed on green taxonomies, the largest challenge in
measuring the size of the green economy is translating the definition into data.
This is primarily due to the lack of disclosure of green products and services, or
insufficient granularity in the conventional disclosures to calculate a number. This
problem is similar to other areas of sustainability, such as carbon emissions, and
is slowly being addressed by regulatory and voluntary disclosure initiatives.
However, until these are fully in place globally, it is necessary to augment
disclosed data with direct engagement and estimates to produce consistent
global datasets.

Measuring green economy exposure
is challenging, and there is a lack of
consistent, granular data.

Figure 1: Disclosed versus Estimated Green Economy Size
Disclosed, 28%

Corporate disclosure of green
revenue exposure is limited

Estimated, 72%

Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.

As can been seen from figure 1, disclosure is particularly low with regards to the
green economy. Only 28% of the green economy is derived from green revenue
data directly disclosed from companies (both publicly disclosed and direct
engagement). The remainder relies on estimates, although many of these are
based on additional disclosed non-revenue data.

Green Revenues 2.0
FTSE Russell and the London Stock Exchange Group have a long history in the
development of taxonomies of green products and services, and their application
in data and investment products.

FTSE Russell has been measuring
the green economy since 2008

Figure 2: History of FTSE Green Classification Systems and Investment
2008

2013

2018

2020

Environmental
Markets
Classification
System (EMCS)

FTSE Russell
Green Revenue
Classification
System (GRCS)

Green Revenues
Data Model (GR)

FTSE GRCS 2.0
GR Data 2.0

Source: FTSE Russell.
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In 2008, FTSE launched the Environmental Markets Classification Systems,
which focused on the companies most exposed to the green economy. It also
launched the Environmental Markets Index Series and the formation of the
Environmental Markets Governance Committee (now the Green Industries
Committee). In 2013, the Green Revenues Classification System was launched
and focused on analyzing the broader global equity market for green economy
exposure. In 2018, the process of further developing the Green Revenues
process to a new generation of data (“GR 2.0”) began and the report ‘Investing in
the global green economy; busting common myths’ was published based on an
initial set of GR 2.0 data. In 2020, the GR 2.0 dataset was published, focusing on
three main areas of enhancement:
•

A new, more granular taxonomy based on a broad range of green products and
services, exposed to seven environmental objectives, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Green Revenues 2.0 Classification System
GR 2.0 uses a broad green
taxonomy, covering similar objective
to the EU, three tiers of “greenness”
and an estimation process to cover
the lack of disclosure

Source: FTSE Russell.

•

Three tiers of “greenness” of the activities (at the activity level, rather than
the company level), based on the level of net environmental benefits across
seven environmental objectives, to aid investors in navigating the green
economy and assist in index inclusion.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Clear & significant

Net positive

Limited

Micro sector examples

Micro sector examples

Micro sector examples

• Solar
• Recyclable products & Materials
• Waste management

• Flood control
• Cloud computing
• Smart city design & Engineering

• Nuclear
• Bio fuels
• Key raw material and minerals

Source: FTSE Russell.

•

The development of estimated green revenue exposure for all of the
companies, which do not disclose this data based on additional non-revenue
disclosures and modeling of available data at the industry sub-sector level.
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Uses of green economy data
GR 2.0 data has the potential to be used in multiple ways including:
•
•
•
•
•

reporting exposure to the green economy
developing passive funds and indexes, either dedicated to the green
economy or broader climate Sustainable Investment (SI) focus
an input into active funds, particularly dedicated green funds, for universe
creation, idea generation, etc.
part of the SI process for broader generalist funds
a tool to analyze the market for green and climate finance

ftserussell.com
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Section 2: Size of the green economy
Measures of size
Sizing new markets is always challenging, particularly where definitions are
evolving and full disclosure is lacking. Traditional measures of industrial sectors,
such as the FTSE Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB), tend to
underestimate the size of the green economy. There are five sub-sectors that are
focused on the green economy, but much of the market is hidden within other
sectors such as industrials, utilities or technology. Therefore, using ICB would
measure the green economy as 1% of market cap—a significant underestimate.
In GR 2.0, discussed in the previous section, a specific green taxonomy is used
to identify these hidden activities and split out the revenues, where they are only
a minority of the company’s activities.

There are many potential ways to
calculate the size of the green
economy.
We believe the ‘GR-weighted market
cap’ gives the best assessment of
the size. US$4.3 trillion of
investment opportunity, 5.4% of
global listed equity market

Out of the 16,000 analyzed, 2,951 companies were found to generate revenues
from green products and services, representing 16% of the companies and 19%
of the total market cap. However, many only have a small percentage of their
revenues coming from green products and services. Therefore, a “GR-weighted
market cap”1 is used to take this into account. Using this approach results in a
green economy which is 5.4% of market cap or US$4.3 trillion.
Data nuances
•

This data relies on estimates for the companies, which do not disclose their
green revenues. Using disclosed data, the green economy would be only 2%
of market cap— again a significant underestimate.

•

This approach uses the “investability-weighted” market cap, which identifies
the green economy investment opportunity accessible to investors, but taking
the total market cap would give $5 trillion.

•

Within the broad range of activities in the GR 2.0 taxonomy, Tier-3 are more
controversial and have a lower level of ‘greenness’. However, these
represent only 8% of the green economy.

•

We have used market capitalization measures to identify the green economy
investment opportunity, however using revenues instead of market cap gives
similar results—US$3.4 trillion of total green revenues represents 5% of
global listed revenues.

1

Market capitalization of company multiplied by the green revenues percentage.
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Figure 4: Measuring the size of the green economy: some examples of
different angles
Green ICB Subsectors Mkt Cap

Total GR Company Mkt Cap

Green
1%

Green
19%

Non-green
81%

Non-green
99%

1% or US$0.75 trillion
(an underestimate)

19% or US$24 trillion
(an overestimate)

Disclosed GR-Weighted Mkt Cap

GR-Weighted Mkt Cap

Green
2%

Green
5%

Non-green
98%

Non-green
95%

2% or US$1.2 trillion
(an underestimate)

US$4.3 trillion

Source: FTSE Russell December 2018.

Relative size of the green economy
The green economy, if seen as a conventional industrial sector, would represent
a major sector in its own right. Figure 5 shows the green economy alongside
other ICB Supersectors. Using the data from 2018, the green economy remains
slightly smaller than the oil & gas sector, similar to its position in the previous
green economy report. However, the fall in the oil price in early 2020 has
reduced the size of the oil & gas sector to ~3% of the market, meaning that the
green economy is today materially bigger.

ftserussell.com

Based on the latest full year of data
the green economy would be the
seventh largest ICB Supersector.
Based on this data it remains behind
the size of the Oil & Gas super
sector
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Figure 5: Global Green Economy versus ICB Supersector
December 2018
9
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Health Care
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Industrial Goods & Services

Technology

1
-

September 2020
The green economy has performed
well in 2020 and using the latest
(end September) market cap data it
is now the fifth largest super sector,
nearly US$5 trillion and materially
larger than the oil & gas
Supersector.
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Retail
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0

Industrial Goods &…

2
Technology

Total Mkt Cap ($trn)
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Notes: GR-weighted market cap after investability weighting December 2018, September 2020.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018 and September 2020.

Growth of the green economy
The green economy has grown from US$2 trillion in 2009 to US$4 trillion in 2018,
an annualized growth rate of 8%. The fall in the size from 2017 to 2018 was
driven by the broader equity market fall in December 2018 due to concerns over
US and China trade relations. However, the green economy has grown faster
than the broader equity market, particularly since 2015—seeing its percentage of
the market steadily growing.
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The green economy has grown both
in size and percentage of the
market.
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Figure 6: Growth of the Global Green Economy, 2009-2020
6.5%

5

6.0%

4

5.5%

3
5.0%

2

4.5%

1
0

Green Economy %

Green Economy Mkt Cap ($trn)

6

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

2020

4.0%

Notes: GR-weighted market cap before investability weighting. GR 2.0 estimates 2016 to 2018, 2016
to 2009 extrapolated using disclosed GR percentages and disclosed maximum and minimum ranges.
2020 calculated using September 2020 market caps
Sources: FTSE Russell, September 2020

While the green economy is growing, both in absolute terms and relative to the
market, it is still not at the level which would reflect the needed investment to fully
achieve global environmental objectives, in particular limiting global warming to
two degrees. This is reflected in the global efforts to mobilize greater investment
in climate finance, such as the EU Green Deal. Figure 7 shows that, making
simple assumptions about the market, that to achieve the investment figures in
line with the levels needed to achieve climate goals would increase the size of
the green economy to around 10% of the market.

However, to achieve global climate
goals the growth of the green
economy will need to accelerate.

Figure 7: Potential Future Growth Trajectory
Accelerated Green Investment

9%
8%
7%

Current Trajectory

6%

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

4%

2010

5%

2009

Green Economy (% of Mkt Cap)

10%

Notes: Current trajectory estimate based on extrapolation of average growth rate from 2009 to 2018.
Accelerated green investment estimate based on hitting assumed $90trn of green investment over 15
years run rate by 2030 generating an additional US$6n of green revenues per annum. Assume one
times price to sales ratio and 3% growth for the rest of the market.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.
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Section 3: Diversification of the green
economy
Echoing the main message of the previous report, the GR 2.0 data reinforces the
fact that the green economy should not be thought of as limited in size, small cap
dominated, lacking diversification or underperforming. Rather it is substantial,
growing, diversified, multifaceted, global and outperforming.

The green economy is a broad,
diversified investment opportunity.

The green economy and climate have become important corporate topics in the
boardrooms of the world’s largest companies. As a result, many large cap
companies are now involved in green products and services. They make up 68%
of the total green economy, despite green revenues representing only a small
percentage of their total—a fact that is often missed when only looking at
companies that have very high exposure to green products and services.
Figure 8: Green Economy by Issuer Size
% of Green Economy

Green Exposure
8%

Small Cap
13%

7%
6%

Mid Cap
19%
Large Cap
68%

Large Cap

Mid Cap

Small Cap

Notes. Company size as defined by FTSE Russell in the FTSE Global Equity Index Series on a
region relative basis.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.

The green economy is also diverse across countries. The US and China
represent the two largest areas of the market, in line with the size of the global
equity market, however, their combined exposure to the green economy is only
at the global average of 5%. By contrast, Japan and European countries such as,
Germany and France, have high levels of green exposure. The exposure to the
green economy can also be influenced by factors such as large individual
companies (as is the case in Taiwan), or if other sectors are particularly large (as
is the case in the UK).
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The US and China are broadly at the
global green economy average,
while European countries and Japan
have a higher exposure to the green
economy.
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Figure 9: Green Economy by Country
% of Green Economy

Green Exposure
19%

UK
3%

Other
18%
US
37%

10%

3%

UK

5% 5% 5%

China

HK

Canada

France

China
14%

Japan

Japan
9%

Taiwan

Germany
4%
Taiwan
5%

Germany

France
4%

US

8% 7%
7% 6%

Canada
3%

India

India
3%

Notes. By country of domicile of listed company.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.

The green economy is relatively concentrated by ICB Supersectors, with
Industrial goods & services, technology and utilities representing 63%. This is
markedly different from the broader global equity market, with limited exposure to
some large industries (i.e., financials and health care).

The green economy is less
diversified by ICB Supersectors.
Almost two thirds are in the
industrials, technology and utilities.

Figure 10: Green Economy by ICB Supersector% of Green Economy
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9%
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23%
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22%
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Retail
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Section 4: Granularity of green sectors
The green economy is in reality a diverse set of activities at different points of the
value chains, providing solutions to various environmental objectives. It is not just
about renewable energy and climate change. Energy management and efficiency
is the largest sector, with a representation of 33% of the green economy. This
reflects the importance of efficiency in mitigating climate change and other
environmental issues in a range of end markets (e.g., buildings, industry and IT,
to name a few). Renewable energy generation and equipment are a large, critical
and economic part of the power generation sector. They remain large parts of the
green economy, making up the second and fifth biggest sectors. However, there
are also multiple other sectors of a similar size, such as waste and pollution,
water, sustainable agriculture, which, although equally important, are often
overlooked.
Figure 11: Global Green Economy by Green Sector
Green economy by green sector – 2018
(all sectors)

6%

4%

A third of the green economy is in
energy efficiency.

2%
Energy Management & Efficiency

6%

33%

6%

Energy Generation
Transport Equipment
Waste & Pollution Control
Energy Equipment
Transport Solutions

9%

Water Infrastructure & Technology
Environmental Resources
Food & Agriculture
10%

14%

Environmental Support Services

Taking a broad view of “green” is
key given the smaller, but vitally
important segments such as waste,
pollution, water and food &
agriculture.

10%

Notes: GR-weighted market cap December 2018.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.

In addition to addressing a broad range of environmental objectives, it is also
important to address the full range of the value chain involved in these green
products and services. This is particularly true for the listed equity market. For
example, the electric vehicle market can range from the lithium producers,
battery manufacturers, power electronics manufacturers to the actual electric
vehicle manufacturers themselves (and even beyond to smart city solutions
managing traffic).
Despite the growth over the years, the make-up of the green economy is
relatively stable.
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Figure 12: Green economy breakdown by year
100%

Environmental Support
Services
Waste & Pollution Control

90%
80%

Transport Solutions

70%

Environmental Resources

60%

Energy Equipment

50%

Water Infrastructure &
Technology
Transport Equipment

40%
30%

Food & Agriculture

20%

Energy Generation

10%

Energy Management &
Efficiency

0%

2016

2017

2018

Notes: GR-weighted market cap, December 2018.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.

However, we are starting to see growth of select sub-sectors, which reflect the
growth of new activities such as energy efficiency and efficient IT, recycling,
electric vehicles etc.
Figure 13: Growth Rates of Selected Green Sectors
1.60
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40

Environmental Support Services

2018

Waste & Pollution Control

Energy Equipment

2017

Transport Solutions

Water Infrastructure & Technology
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Environmental Resources

Transport Equipment

Energy Management & Efficiency

0.00

Food & Agriculture

0.20
Energy Generation

Total Market Cap ($trn)

1.40

Notes: GR-weighted market cap, December 2018.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.
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Drilling down to micro sectors can help explain the different parts of the green
economy. For instance, looking at the renewable energy equipment market, there
are different technologies in the market, with solar being the largest. However, in
the water market, the different parts of the value chain, such as the water utilities,
water treatment technologies and water infrastructure equipment and
construction, can be observed. This can help investors build effective green
portfolios as these varied parts of the market can also provide unique investment
characteristics and the green investors can develop a diversified portfolio, in the
same way they can from different traditional industry sectors.

Granularity is important to increase
the understanding of the green
economy.

Figure 14: Sub-Sector Breakdown of Renewable Energy Equipment & Water
Sectors
Breakdown of the Energy Equipment Sector
2% 2%
3%

2%

1%
Solar

5%

Wind
36%

6%

Bio Fuels
Nuclear
Waste to Energy

6%

Hydro
Geothermal
Fuel Cells

10%

Cogeneration Equipment
Fossil Fuels (Integrated)
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27%

Breakdown of the Water Infrastructure & Technology Sector
6%

2% 1% 1%
Water Utilities

7%
32%

Water Treatment
Water Infrastructure
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Flood Control

24%

Advanced Irrigation Systems
& Devices
Natural Disaster Response
27%

Meteorological Solutions

Notes: GR-weighted market cap, December 2018.
Source: FTSE Russell, December 2018.
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In addition to individual activities, the green economy has been segmented into
three tiers of “greenness” to help investors navigate it. Tier-3 includes more
controversial activities, such as nuclear power or environmental resource mining,
which have significant environmental risks alongside benefits, and are often
omitted from evaluations of the green economy. However, this is a relatively
small part of the market at ~8%. Differentiating between levels of greenness is
very hard to do, particularly given relatively incomparable environmental
objectives. Activities are separated between those which give the strongest
environmental benefits within one or more objectives, Tier-1, from those which
provide more modest benefits, Tier-2. Figure 15 shows Tier-1 as the largest
segment, but both Tier-1 and 2 are much larger than Tier-3.

GR 2.0 uses tiers to assess different
levels of “greenness.” Tier-3
includes activities with more
marginal levels of net benefit which
are often omitted from green
investment strategies, but represent
only a small part of the green
economy.

Figure 15: Global Green Economy by Tier

Tier 3
8%

Tier 2
38%

Tier 1
54%

Notes: GR-weighted market cap, December 2018.
Sources: FTSE Russell December 2018.
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Section 5: Conclusion
The green economy is vital to addressing climate change and other
environmental challenges, and will become an increasingly more important part
of the global economy.
At US$4 trillion, and 5% of global equity markets, the green economy is already
large, diverse and integrated within the broader economy. Investors should not
think of it as a niche that needs to be addressed differently to the rest of the
investment universe. Rather, they should think of the green economy as an
attractive investment opportunity with added sustainability benefits. Having grown
at 8% per annum over the last nine years, it is already expanding faster than the
broader equity market, but to achieve global environmental objectives, this will
need to accelerate.
As focus increases on the green economy, national taxonomies are developed,
climate targets and technologies evolve, and corporate disclosure improves, one
of the challenges will remain consistent data sets. FTSE Russell’s Green
Revenue 2.0 data model addresses the key ongoing challenges of green
revenues data, taxonomy, granularity and disclosure.
The FTSE GR 2.0 data model puts real, bottom-up company data alongside the
top-down measures of taxonomies and environmental objectives, allowing
quantitative analysis of the green economy. It identifies the largest opportunities,
such as energy management and efficiency (one third of the green economy), as
well as often overlooked areas such water, waste or sustainable agriculture. It
can help to identify investment opportunities and companies with exposure to key
green economy trends.
The data provides an important source to analyze the green economy,
benchmark portfolios and examine the impact of various taxonomies.
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Social at the Center of ESG
As we actively engage with bond issuers through a nascent economic
recovery, we see five major social themes affecting creditworthiness and
driving new social bond issuance.
The social pillar of environmental, social, and

social issues that were elevated over the course

governance (ESG) investing is all about people:

of 2020. PIMCO is committed to deepening our

employees, customers, and suppliers. The

analysis of material social factors into our

COVID pandemic and global calls for action on

fundamental research, while engaging

racial injustice and social inequality have

companies on issues of equality, diversity, and

propelled the S of ESG to the top of corporate

human capital management. Moreover, we are

and investor agendas.

active in building and driving greater social bond

COVID-19 and the economic fallout is arguably
the clearest example of a sustainability crisis in
the 21st century, and has highlighted how
interconnected, interdependent, and vulnerable
the world can be. Moreover, this crisis is
disproportionately affecting the most vulnerable
communities in the world, exposing and
exacerbating the impacts of inequality in
many regions.

A RENEWED FOCUS ON THE S OF ESG
INVESTING

address near-term COVID-19 response and
recovery efforts for disadvantaged groups.

DEEPER DIVE: TRENDING ‘S’ FACTORS
As we actively engage with bond issuers, our
credit research team is tracking five major
social themes that have emerged as a
byproduct of the global pandemic. In many
cases, these themes affect creditworthiness
and drive new social bond issuance.
• 1. Vulnerable populations have been

Many companies are managing their business

hardest hit: Workers in service industries,

with an increasing understanding of the

often women and people of color, have been

stakeholders in their ecosystem, elevating the

impacted disproportionately by ongoing

importance of health and safety, human capital

shutdowns and stay-at-home orders. The

management, diversity and inclusion in their

path to a full recovery will take time for

response to the current global challenge.

workers in impacted sectors, making it

It is clear through dialogues with our global
clients, issuers, and policymakers that the
current crises and the impending recovery will
only sharpen the focus on how businesses

NOTE: Used with permission
from Pacific Investment
Management Company, LLC

issuance, particularly social bonds seeking to

essential for companies and governments
to provide extended benefits to those unable
to work from home.
• 2. Health and well-being are key priorities:

interact with all stakeholders. Reflecting this, we

Many companies have responded to ensure

expect greater transparency going forward on

that workers have the protective gear

social dimensions, which would be a welcomed

necessary to work safely. Beyond physical

development. As investors, we are committed

protections, many companies have

to encouraging greater transparency

expanded healthcare options and benefits to

from companies.

better cover peoples’ needs; approaches

We recognize that our research and engagement
approach should fully reflect the importance of

include telehealth, mental health counselling,
and childcare.
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• 3. The way many people work may change permanently – for

blending green and social) issuance (see Figure 1). Well-

the better: A recent Gallup poll reported three in five workers say

structured, credible social bonds are a unique market

they would prefer to continue working from home as much as

opportunity for investors to finance critically needed health and

possible even after public health restrictions are lifted.

economic solutions.

Employers are starting to think differently about working styles
and benefits, with greater flexibility becoming a higher priority.
Given the success of remote working over much of the past
year, such a reimagining of the workplace could be a welcome
lasting benefit of the pandemic.
• 4. Supply chains will need to be de-risked: Simplified,

To us, a “well-structured” social bond clearly states the projects it
funds are designed to benefit vulnerable, at-risk, or disadvantaged
segments of society, and reports transparently on related
outcomes. We see immediate need in sectors such as healthcare,
pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, and small businesses (including
lending to small businesses); this list could be expanded as we

transparent supply chains are critical to managing a global

learn more about the economic consequences of COVID-19.

manufacturing base. A key outcome of PIMCO’s most recent

Importantly, social bonds should be structured to meet immediate

Cyclical Forum was that firms are likely to diversify their

needs without compromising on long-term sustainability goals.

sourcing and production to reduce the risks and build

Our view is that an effective way to achieve social, environmental,

redundancies in case of future stoppages. Leading firms are

and economic goals is to link issuance to the Sustainable

taking the opportunity to reassess the working practices of their

Development Goals (SDGs).

suppliers and to implement systems to adjust production
dynamically, in real time.
• 5. Cybersecurity and privacy defenses will increase in

PIMCO is a member of the Executive Committee of ICMA’s
(International Capital Market Association) Green Bond Principles
and Social Bond Principles and an active member in the GISD

importance: A sharp increase in employees working remotely

Alliance (Global Investors for Sustainable Development). In

and customers shopping online increases risk levels for data

collaboration with these organizations, we are working to promote

and privacy breaches. Many companies are focused on making

bond issuance that acts as a catalyst to improve social,

the accelerated transformation to digital safer.

environmental, and economic challenges. COVID-19 is an

The bottom line is that many companies will require capital to
successfully manage these social themes, and we believe that

Figure 1: Social bond issuance as part of the total
sustainable debt universe

many will come to the bond market to raise capital through debt

Green

financing. We are committed to actively engaging with companies
through this crisis.

INVESTING FOR IMPACT: SOCIAL BOND ISSUES
LINKED TO COVID-19 RESPONSE AND RECOVERY

Companies, sovereigns, and development finance institutions
(DFIs) are among issuers coming to market now with innovative
social bonds aimed specifically at supporting economic and
health recovery. (For more on DFIs and public-private partnerships,
read this recent post on the PIMCO Blog.) This is a unique way for
investors to invest in debt, which our assessment shows largely
trades in line with an issuer’s existing credit curve, with proceeds
being linked to measurable impacts.
Global corporations issued more than [$300bn] in Social and
Sustainability bonds during 2020, an increase of more than 800%
versus the prior year. With increased focus on social issues from
COVID-19, we expect a major uptick in social (and sustainability,
110
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Figure 2: PIMCO guidance on effective social bond frameworks
Activity
Healthcare
Services and
Pharmaceuticals

SME Lending

Education

Intended Outcome
Treat and prevent devastating health
impacts from COVID-19 and its
rapid spread

Example Impact Indicator

Linked SDG Targets
SDG 3: Good Health and
Well-Being

•

# patients treated/tested

•

Amount invested in R&D for COVID-19 treatment and
prevention

•

# of additional people with access to affordable medicines
and vaccines

Ensuring continued access to
capital for underserved populations;
employment continuity; economic
development; protection of worker
health and well-being

•

# of recipients of small business loans or microfinance loans

SDG 1: No Poverty (1.4),

•

# jobs retained/created

•

# business loan recipients extending healthcare and
flexible work benefits to workers (increased paid time off,
telehealth options, child care, etc.)

SDG 3: Good Health and WellBeing (3.8),

Support continued quality education
and remote learning opportunities
during COVID-19 disruption

•

# students enrolled in alternative education programs

•

# students accessing online learning

•

# of teachers supported with technology

(3.8, 3.B)

SDG 8: Decent Work and
Economic Growth (8.5)
SDG 4: Quality Education (4.1)

For illustrative purposes only.
Source: PIMCO.

immediate example of issuers and investors needing to work

versus peers, a trend we expect to continue and will closely

together to create innovative finance solutions. As we actively

monitor in future engagements.

engage with companies, we are encouraging the social
bond market to grow, but with rigorous standards that drive
tangible progress.

CASE STUDIES: PIMCO ENGAGING ON THE S OF ESG
PIMCO’s real time engagements with corporate issuers have
identified examples of companies with advanced social
performance providing rapid, innovative social support

• Case Study C: A technology hardware company stepped up to
support small business suppliers by offering accelerated
payments, helping to avoid cash flow issues. This action
confirmed our improving view of the company’s performance
on social issues, a view that has been shaped by routine
engagements through multiple rounds of bond issuance.
• Case Study D: A media company updated a purpose statement

measures. Immediate support to employees, customers, and

for employees and executives to align with the demographics

suppliers, which does not need to be cash-intensive, is important

of its broadcast listeners, a diverse group broadly matching

to maintaining trust and goodwill and can play an important role

U.S. demographics. The company also published social

in mitigating volatility.

policies covering diversity, data security and privacy,

• Case Study A: A hotel real estate investment trust (REIT),
operating in one of the sectors hardest hit by widespread
stay-at-home restrictions, quickly partnered with businesses in

community outreach, and disaster response. Additionally, the
company has published an annual impact report to quantify the
impact of local campaigns on social issues.

essential industries to provide temporary work for employees,

COVID-19 has had a devastating impact on communities around

while maintaining healthcare benefits. This program helped

the world. How companies and investors continue to respond will

mitigate devastating income loss for employees, and has

help support the health of individuals and a coordinated

helped the company maintain its workforce as hotels are

economic recovery. Engaging to understand and value social

gradually reopening. The model has since been adopted more

factors in corporate credit assessments, and investing directly in

broadly across hard-hit sectors. After we engaged to learn

positive outcomes through social bond issuance, are two key

about these positive labor relations efforts, we scored this

ways fixed income investors can take action as part of a global

pioneering company as a social leader versus its peers.

response to the current crisis.

• Case Study B: A food and beverage company went beyond
needed safety measures to provide increased pay, free mental
health counselling, and expanded child care services. The
company already benefitted from low employee turnover rates

To learn more about PIMCO’s ESG investment and active
engagement platform, please see our latest ESG
Investing Report at pimco.com/esg-annual-report
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Diversification: The Building Block of
a Well-Balanced Portfolio
Executive Summary
Investors understand that diversification is an essential attribute of a successful portfolio.
Though many investors have experienced previous success with a traditional 60% equity/40%
bond portfolio, the diversification benefits of fixed income is becoming less effective given
historically very low yields. Thus, increasingly investors seek out new investment alternatives
for diversifying their portfolio and optimizing risk-adjusted returns.
In this paper, we break down diversification into its two contributing features: volatility and
correlation. Some investors may prefer low volatility investments, while others may seek to
invest in assets with low correlation to equities, which typically is the principal source of risk
and return in a portfolio. Although both approaches strive to achieve higher risk-adjusted
returns, we walk through both the benefits of each characteristic, (such as simplicity and
abundance) as well as the limitations of each, (e.g., sourcing, intermittency).
Lastly, we discuss investment alternatives such as institutional private real estate that may
offer both lower volatility and lower correlation to equities, quantify the beneficial impact
that the asset class may offer, and demonstrate its potential as an excellent inclusion in a
well-balanced portfolio.

Highlights
OVERVIEW:
This paper deconstructs the meaningful
substitutes to fixed income, which is
currently facing challenges as a portfolio
diversifier.
TOPICS:
Fixed income, volatility, correlation, riskadjusted returns.
READ TIME:
12-14 minutes.

Fixed Income: The Long-Established Diversifier
The most important aspect of Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is diversification, which formalized
and quantified the idea that owning different types of assets is less risky than owning one
type, and formalized a concept that has been intuitively known for centuries. In the ensuing
years after MPT’s introduction, the 60/40 allocation to equities and fixed income respectively
emerged as the standard-bearer of a well-diversified portfolio. The asset classes offered both
significant positive returns over time, along with sufficiently differentiated return streams in
any given time period (that is, low correlation), and together created a compelling portfolio on
a risk-adjusted basis.

Fixed income may no longer be the effective diversifier it has historically been given the weak
price appreciation potential that it may offer on a go-forward basis. If interest rates were to
hypothetically fall from 0.80% to 0.56%, a 40% allocation to 10-year Treasuries would yield a
mere 90 basis points in price appreciation to a 60/40 portfolio.
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Fixed Income: The Long-Established Diversifier, Continued
However more recently, fixed income may not offer the diversification benefits in risk-off environments as it has in the past. First and foremost
is the lower yield of fixed income securities today; diversification becomes irrelevant if investments cannot generate meaningful returns. The
current yield on a 10-year US Treasury note is 0.80% per year, and the US Federal Reserve has offered guidance that it expects interest
rates across a range of maturities to remain low for extended periods. As interest rates are close to 0%, it may be unlikely that rates will
continue to fall further. Figure 1 illustrates the stark difference in price appreciation potential of US Treasuries at higher historical yields
versus where they are today.

FIGURE 1 | Traditional Portfolio Allocation
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Investors rarely allocate exclusively to U.S. Treasury securities, but for the most part the price appreciation potential is similar regardless of
fixed income investment. The underlying interest rate risk of any fixed income security may behave as illustrated above, and any underlying
credit risk (say in a corporate bond) may move more substantially against the investor’s favor and cause a fall in bond price.
In this paper, we will deconstruct diversification and seek fitting alternatives for a well-balanced portfolio.

Searching for Other Options: What Makes Good Diversifiers?
Nobel Laureate Harry Markowitz described diversification as “the only free lunch in investing.” Time and countless studies have shown this
to be correct, but investors often overlooked a key question of diversification: what does it comprise of? Here we look at the two critical
components that contribute to diversification: lows levels of volatility and correlation.

FIGURE 2 | Diversification Drivers

LOW
VOLATILITY
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LOW
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Each of these components have their own advantages and
limitations in the search for effective diversification, which we
will assess. Specifically, we will use risk-adjusted returns (that
is, the return premium over volatility, or Sharpe ratio ) in our
assessment of impact to portfolios.

Bluerock
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Correlation: The Ebbs and Flows of Markets
It may be well-understood that adding low-correlation investments (colloquially known as
“independent” investments) to a portfolio can be beneficial and help to reduce the overall risk
profile. Indeed, this has been one of the fundamental principles of diversification; avoiding
concentration risk has been a theme of financial counsel since ancient texts. However, in
practice today, it may be challenging for investors in publicly traded markets to tolerate, since
correlation can change substantially over time and exhibit sudden and large changes during
times of market stress.
This is a perennial issue, as even among lower-risk assets, the challenge posed from rapidly
changing correlation still exists. As an example, observe in Figure 3 the 6-month rolling
correlation of the S&P 500 Index to the 10-year US Treasuries, as represented by the ICE BofA
US Treasury Total Return Index from January 2010 through November 30, 2020.
Although the average correlation for the period is fairly negative at -0.41, the rolling 6-month
correlation paints a different picture, as these values varied from +0.10 to -0.70. Correlation
may thus oscillate greatly over periods of several years, requiring correlation estimates to be
recalculated and portfolios to be constantly rebalanced or investments even de-allocated.

FIGURE 3 | Rolling 6-Month Correlation of 10-year US Treasury Return
to S&P 5001
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Furthermore, in most cases correlations are extremely challenging to forecast. Forecasts require
not only accurate estimates of future returns of the two asset classes, but also the precise
timing of these returns. This challenge means that most allocation adjustments are based on
(everchanging) historical correlation figures. This limitation brings us to the second driver of
diversification, the benefit that low volatility can generate for a portfolio.

1
2

Source: Morningstar
Source: https://www.portfoliovisualizer.com/asset-correlations GLD & SPY, daily returns, 120 trading days from
1.1.2010 to 10.31.2020
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Some thoughts on
low correlation versus
negative correlation...
A common topic that arises is the
difference in benefits between negative
correlation and low correlation.
Negative correlation is the concept
that some investors imagine when
discussing the topic. It may act as a
true “hedge”—when risk assets sell
off, a negatively correlated asset
can provide much sought downside
protection (such as the aforementioned
-0.41 long-term correlation between
10-year US Treasuries and the S&P
500). However, the inverse holds true
as well; when risk assets are rising
during expansionary cycles, negatively
correlated assets may underperform
and become a performance drag
in a portfolio. Very few assets have
consistent, negative correlation to
equity markets; investors should temper
expectations when seeking this type of
diversification.
Low correlation assets are those that
can be best described as “independent”
or “unrelated.” Gold prices relative to the
S&P 500 is an example, as the 10-year
correlation between the two is 0.02.2
Although such complete independence
between investments may be desired,
there may also be shorter periods
where both assets demonstrate similar
directionality of returns, especially
during times of market stress. As an
example, the same correlation of gold
to the S&P has varied from-0.5 to
+0.5 on a rolling 6-month basis. This
wide variation may result in investor
disappointment or impatience in the
short-to medium term.
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Volatility: The Risk That Keeps on Giving
The other principal component of diversification is low volatility. Adding lower volatility investments to a portfolio can help reduce the overall
risk profile, but this may occur at the expense of returns if the new asset also generates lower returns. A simple and intuitive example can
be illustrated with a hypothetical investor making an allocation decision between equities or T-bills; the more the investor allocates to cash,
the lower the overall volatility but at the expense of expected returns.
Thus, investors ideally seek return-generating and low volatility new investments that can contribute returns to a portfolio. What may be less
intuitive is that such low-volatile investments may still be accretive to returns even at higher correlation values. Figure 4 illustrates this point
graphically by showing the feasible region of adding a new investment to a portfolio. Using Sharpe ratio as a proxy for low volatility/high
returning investments (full definition in the footnote), we observe that even at a high 0.9 correlation, a low-volatile investment may still be
a worthwhile consideration.

S.R., EXISTING PORTFOLIO

FIGURE 4 | Addition of a New Investment to a Portfolio: 0.9 Correlation
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Another way to think about the topic in Figure 4 is with a thought experiment: Assume a portfolio has 8% return and 10% annualized
volatility. A potential new investment has demonstrated 8% return and 4% volatility. Even if the correlation between the portfolio and
potential investment is 0.9, one can rationally conclude to allocate to the potential new investment given the same return profile but with
substantially less risk (as measured by its volatility). However, the situation above does not exist in practical terms; in reality, investments
with near-perfect correlation will likely demonstrate similar Sharpe ratios.
Thus we propose two additional scenarios; a potential new investment with a 0.5 correlation to the existing portfolio and one with 0.3, as
represented in Figure 5 and 6. We can observe two differences between Figures 4, 5 and 6: the size of the shaded area and the maximum
benefit offered by the new investment. In fact, Figure 6 with the lowest correlation scenario offers the potential with the greatest accretion to
a portfolio—if the new investment also exhibits low volatility. The conclusion plainly emerges: both low correlation and low volatility together
offer the greatest risk/reward potential to a portfolio, far more than either characteristic alone.
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FIGURE 5| Addition of New Investments to a Portfolio: 0.5 Correlation
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FIGURE 6| Addition of New Investments to a Portfolio: 0.3 Correlation
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Below is a summary of key characteristics of standalone low-volatility or low correlation diversifiers:
Low Correlation Investing for Diversification
Benefits

Drawbacks

Examples

Low Volatility Investing for Diversification

 May benefit both total portfolio returns and
reduce portfolio volatility
 Abundant investment opportunities

 Intuitive for retail investors, especially when reviewing
individual investments within their portfolio
 Appropriate for loss-averse investors

 Low correlation may disappear during times
of market stress
 Strategies may underperform equities for
extended periods

 May impact total portfolio return if new asset is also lower
returning
 Challenging to find low volatility, high return investments;
investment opportunities may be constrained (e.g., investor
qualifications, high investment minimums, lock-up periods)

 Commodities (precious metals), income
strategies, managed futures, relative value
strategies

 Private real estate
 Defensive sector equity
 Global equity indexes

Capitalizing on Both Components: Institutional Private Equity Real Estate
The most effective method of diversification thus utilizes both low volatility and low correlation to help reduce the drawbacks that each pose
on a standalone basis. As an asset class, institutional private equity real estate (iPERE) has exhibited both features.
On the volatility front, iPERE has historically exhibited lower volatility across multiple time frames, and has driven higher risk-adjusted returns
versus broad market public indexes. Figure 7 below shows the annualized return and volatility for multiple periods, as well as in table format
for the last five, ten, and twenty-year periods.

FIGURE 7 | Risk Adjusted Return, Periods Ending 9.30.2020
HIGHER RETURN
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Total Return

Standard Deviation

Sharpe Ratio

Stocks

14.15%

16.87%

0.76

Bonds

4.18%

3.32%

0.90

REITs
iPERE

3.99%
6.28%

17.91%
1.50%

0.16
3.35

1 0 Y EAR
Total Return

Standard Deviation

Sharpe Ratio

Stocks

13.74%

14.92%

0.87

Bonds

3.64%

3.11%

0.97

REITs
iPERE

7.90%
9.37%

16.40%
1.97%

0.44
4.41
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LOWER RETURN
Stocks

Bonds

REITs

iPERE (NPI)

Total Return

Standard Deviation

Sharpe Ratio

Stocks

6.42%

17.07%

0.28

Bonds

5.01%

3.44%

1.00

REITs
iPERE

9.04%
8.30%

21.92%
4.61%

0.34
1.45

Sharpe Ratio: is a measure of the return of an investment based on the level of risk (volatility). A higher number indicating a higher return per unit of risk.
Standard Deviation: measures volatility by calculating the daily dispersion of returns from the mean.
Sources from 07/01/2000 - 6/30/2020. Institutional Private Equity Real Estate (iPERE): National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries NPI, Stocks: S&P 500; Public
REITs: MSCI U.S. REIT Index, Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; Standard deviation is based on quarterly returns. Returns shown are for informational purposes
only. You cannot invest directly in an index and unmanaged indices do not reflect fees, expenses or sales charges. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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Conversely, on the correlation side, institutional private real estate has also shown compelling statistics. The correlation between iPERE (as
proxied by the NCREIF Property Index, or NPI) and the S&P 500 is 0.14 for the twenty year period ending on 09.30.2020.
If we use iPERE’s track record to make an allocation decision, the low volatility and low correlation characteristics of institutional private
real estate manifest themselves as we would expect: a highly efficient portfolio diversifier. Figure 8 shows this graphically: the gray line
represents a portfolio of equities and fixed income at various allocation sizes, from 50|50 up to 80|20, and the resulting various degrees
of returns and volatility. The blue line represents portfolios with equity, fixed income, and also a 20% allocation to private real estate. In
every allocation scenario that included private real estate, the risk-adjusted returns were higher than the comparable equity/fixed
income only portfolio.

FIGURE 8 | Efficient Frontier (Stocks/Bonds/iPERE)
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STANDARD DEVIATION

To respond to Mr. Markowitz, that is a free lunch that we’ll gladly accept.
We invite you to reach out to Bluerock to further discuss the topics in this paper.

Definitions
Modern portfolio theory (MPT), or mean-variance analysis, is a mathematical framework for assembling a portfolio of assets such that
the expected return is maximized for a given level of risk. It is a formalization and extension of diversification in investing, Economist Harry
Markowitz introduced MPT in a 1952 essay, for which he was later awarded a Nobel Prize in Economics. Source: Investopedia
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient is the test statistics that measures the statistical relationship, or association, between two continuous
variables. It is known as the best method of measuring the association between variables of interest because it is based on the method of
covariance. It gives information about the magnitude of the association, or correlation, as well as the direction of the relationship.
Risk-off environment is an investment setting in which price behavior responds to and is driven by changes in investor risk tolerance
in response to global economic patterns. When risk is perceived to be high, investors have the tendency to gravitate toward lower-risk
investments. Source: Investopedia
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Definitions continued...
Sharpe Ratio is a measure of the return of an investment based on the level of risk (volatility). A higher number indicating a higher return
Definitions
per unit of risk. continued...
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acquired in the private market for investment purposes only. All properties in the NPI have been acquired, at least in part, on behalf of taxexempt
investors- the great majority being pension funds. As such, all properties are held in a fiduciary environment.
Aboutinstitutional
Bluerock
Bluerock is a leading institutional alternative asset manager based in New York with regional offices across the U.S. Bluerock principals have
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than $8 billion of owned, managed, and sponsored assets and offers a complementary suite
of public and private investment programs, with both short and long-term goals, to individual investors seeking solutions aimed at providing
predictable income, capital growth, and tax benefits.
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RIA Consolidation: Appealing Across the Market
Addressing a competitive yet expanding market opportunity
Stephen Caruso, Analyst, Wealth Management
Summary
Following a tumultuous 2020, registered investment advisor (RIA) merger and acquisition (M&A) activity has rebounded
to pre-pandemic levels. With a suitably vast market opportunity, consolidators are adjusting their affiliation models to
appeal to different types of advisors with specific needs. This approach’s ongoing success will be determined by their
ability to continue growing in a market with new entrants increasing competition for the largest firms.

Key Points
•

The market for RIA M&A is expected to grow to $2.8 trillion during the next five to 10 years. This growth will be
driven by advisor retirements, migration to the independent model, and existing growth-challenged RIAs.

•

Growth-challenged RIAs represent a significant opportunity for RIA consolidators that can provide operational
efficiencies and support. These firms are run by high achieving advisors who are overwhelmed operationally and
need middle/back office support to thrive.

•

RIA consolidators are competing in an increasingly homogenous market, wherein firms are presenting multiple
affiliation models that can appeal to a broader range of advisors. To stay ahead of the curve, consolidators will need
to be conscious of the tools advisors are missing and allocate resources to deliver them efficiently.

Related Research
The Cerulli Report—U.S. RIA Marketplace 2020: Exploring Drivers of Change

Following a rebound in late 2020, registered investment
advisor (RIA) merger and acquisition (M&A) activity will
continue to increase as more players enter the market.
Established consolidators such as Focus Financial,
Dynasty, and Hightower are now joined by an evergrowing pool of emerging consolidators that have
each put their own spin on the idea of consolidation.
The addressable market for RIA acquisitions
continues to expand, and Cerulli expects it to reach
$2.8 trillion during the next five to 10 years. Much of
this market potential is tied to advisor retirements,
representing $1.8 trillion in acquisition opportunity.
Growth-challenged RIAs ($461 billion) and breakaway
advisors ($529 billion) account for the remaining $1
trillion. Encouraged by recent growth and increased
activity, private equity dollars are pouring in, upending
valuation multiples and tightening competition for the
top firms. Consolidators are getting more creative with
their offerings to continue to win marketshare.

Advisor Retirements
Advisor retirements present the largest consolidation
opportunity for RIAs. Succession planning remains an
ongoing concern across the industry as more founders

and partners approach retirement. Independent
advisors often lack the tools and resources to readily
implement a succession plan and transition their
business to the next generation. However, more firms
are actively engaging the next generation of advisors
in their firms, assessing their interest and readiness to
take on a larger role, with the eventual goal of passing
the reins to them.
According to practice management professionals,
these plans often take several years to develop, and
advisors may encounter numerous pitfalls along the
way, including managing successor expectations and
adequately financing the deal. Retiring advisors who
have not formed or considered their succession plan
will find themselves at a disadvantage each year they
delay putting a plan in place. As best said by one
succession planning professional, “Succession planning
doesn’t have to be retirement, but if you wait too long,
it is retirement.” An M&A transaction can propel the
founding generation toward retirement by providing
a liquidity event and empowering next-generation
advisors to take greater ownership in the firm’s success.

Cerulli Associates
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Retiring advisors who have
not formed or considered their
succession plan will find themselves
at a disadvantage each year they
delay putting a plan in place.

to advisors with differing preferences. For example,
Dynasty and Mariner Wealth Advisors recently
partnered on a new affiliation offering, Mariner
Platform Solutions. This option is aimed at RIAs that
want to maintain their independence and brand while
accessing resources that are usually beyond the reach
of small-scale firms.

Growth-Challenged RIAs

During the next decade, breakaway advisors moving
to the independent channels are expected to comprise
$529 billion in acquisition opportunity. While they
tend to focus more on acquiring existing independent
firms, several RIA consolidators have built out
affiliation models designed to attract breakaway
advisors. However, they face an ongoing challenge:
developing a landing pad that balances these advisors’
desire for independence while providing them with
all the resources they need to be successful. A highly
centralized, “top-down” infrastructure may reduce
retention due to a perceived lack of freedom.

Increasingly, consolidators are recruiting from a
pool of smaller firms led by successful advisors who
are unable to achieve the next stage of growth.
While independence presents the ideal option for
advisors who want to be unencumbered by the rules
of broker/dealers or limited product menus, many
advisors find themselves underprepared to run an
RIA and have trouble achieving scale. As a hybrid RIA
platform executive notes, “Advisors need to wear
two hats, financial advisor and business owner.”
Independent advisors, on average, spend 41% of their
time on investment management and administrative
responsibilities. Overly burdened by the operational
needs of their business, growth-challenged advisors
are unable to achieve the success they desired in
independence.

In response, RIA consolidators are developing multiple
affiliation options that enable advisors to dictate the
level of independence and service offering that suits
their needs. This multi-faceted approach can appeal

A senior consolidator executive suggests that much
of their deal flow comes from “sub-scale advisors who
want to strategically align themselves with a bigger

Breakaway Advisors

Total Addressable Market for RIA Acquisitions, 2019 ($ billions)
The addressable market for RIA acquisitions continues to grow at a rapid pace. Firms currently engaging
in consolidation will need to build an affiliation offering that reflects advisors' needs for both services and
independence.
Total opportunity
$2,802
Growth-challenged RIAs
$461
Breakaway advisors
$529
Advisor retirements
$1,811

Source: Cerulli Associates
Analyst Note: The acquisition opportunity from breakaway advisors is based on estimated advisor movement for wirehouse, national/regional B/D, insurance B/D, and
retail bank B/D advisors, excluding IBD advisors and intra-channel RIA transitions. Projections for advisor movement are based on historical movement of advisors
between channels, average movement rates, and advisor channel preferences for the future. Movement reflects only advisors with three or more years of experience
and does not reflect asset changes resulting from advisor retirements or the hiring or failures of rookie advisors. The acquisition opportunity from advisor retirements
is based on the assets in transition model, which segments advisors based on the number of years until they expect to retire. It includes the age 60+ lifer category
(advisors who are over the age of 60 and indicate an expected retirement of 10 or more years), advisors who are unsure of their retirement date, and those who plan
an external sale. Growth-challenged RIAs report major challenges related to technology, compliance, operational responsibilities, lack of practice management support,
limited home-office support for product due diligence, or limited time to run a business.
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Appeal of RIA Affiliation Models, 2020
Generally, advisors have yet to identify their ideal consolidator affiliation model, with very little consensus
across existing models.
Unsure

Not appealing

Somewhat appealing

Very appealing
64%

52%
25%

49%
26%

18%
5%

Sell equity in my
practice to an RIA
aggregator

48%
37%

31%
20%

19%

17%
4%

Sell equity to an
established RIA
brand

3%
Sell equity to a
passive investor

46%

14%

14%
3%

Affiliate with an
RIA platform
offered by an IBD

2%
Contract end-to-end
infrastructure from a
platform provider

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with the Investments & Wealth Institute, and the Financial Planning Association® (FPA®)
Analyst Note: Employee advisors work in wirehouse, national and regional B/D, insurance B/D, or retail bank B/D channels and would prefer to transition to the IBD,
independent RIA, or hybrid RIA channels if they switched firms. Respondents include only those who are not currently affiliated with a consolidator model. Data in the
bar chart represents the percentage of respondents who consider the RIA affiliation model somewhat or very appealing.

firm. They might do this for access to better products
and services. They’re aligning themselves with bigger
firms and in that process securing the future of the
RIA.” Oftentimes, these advisors are unwilling to sell
their firm in its entirety and become employees of the
consolidator. In most cases, they sell a minority stake
to the consolidator, which preserves upside in their
business. As one consolidator executive offered, “By
sharing equity, advisors still feel their compensation
rising when they win a big account… I’m not coming
in to operate a firm, we’re investing in management
teams.” By allowing firms to retain equity, affiliation
with a consolidator becomes less about “selling out”
and more about an injection of strategic capital and
access to resources that enable growth they could not
achieve alone.

Capturing Assets in Transition
Consolidators’ spectrum of services makes them
capable of appealing to each of these groups of
advisors in different ways. Independent advisors
currently do not have a clear preference for an
affiliation model. Almost one-fourth (24%) of
independent advisors find it appealing to sell equity
to an established RIA brand, compared with 23% that
find it attractive to sell equity in their practice to an RIA
aggregator. The largest consolidators are frequently
revising their value proposition in a continuous quest
to appeal to a wider swath of advisors. For example,
Focus Financial is expanding its affiliation model
through partner firm Connectus Wealth Advisors to
attract advisors who need more services. Connectus is
a wholly owned subsidiary that acquires RIAs that want
to leverage a support network and centralized services.

While Connectus represents a developing opportunity
for Focus, it continues to be most active in acquiring
large RIAs and supporting those firms’ synergistic
acquisitions.
Most consolidators offer solutions that leverage
centralized middle- and back-office services to
reduce the strain on advisors and enable them
to focus on revenue-generating activities. Further
enhancing their offerings, consolidators are building
technology platforms that represent best-of-breed
tools. More than half of advisors consider the high
associated costs (57%) and a lack of support staff
(54%) a challenge to implementing technology in their
practices. Consolidators delivering these tools to
advisors can increase their operational support while
contributing to the firm’s overall success and efficiency.
Notably, Carson Group recently moved to cover its
partners’ technology costs, thereby growing their
value proposition and further streamlining advisors’
operations.
While uncertainty will likely linger, Cerulli expects
interest in M&A to accelerate as RIAs large and small
re-evaluate their long-term goals and the paths they
take to achieve them. Although the market seems
suitably vast, several consolidators have sounded early
alarms that valuations have reached new highs amid
fierce competition. Firms are increasingly competing
in a more homogenous market as offerings proliferate
and omnichannel approaches become the norm. As
consolidation continues to reshape the industry, Cerulli
expects that firms will identify key growth areas and
shift resources to focus on them.

Cerulli Associates
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Benchmarking Tax Alpha
This paper offers a measure of the Tax Alpha potential in U.S. Large Cap (S&P 500®) benchmarked strategies
by examining potential 5-year holding periods in the 21st century (January 2000 - December 2020)

Solomon G. Teller, CFA
Chief Investment Strategist
Green Harvest Asset Management
February 2021
Executive Summary
•

Tax Alpha may be the next chapter in the indexing revolution as it strikes at the largest “cost” investors
collectively face: taxes.

•

The potential Tax Alpha from a Tax Benefit Capture (TBC), or Tax Loss Harvesting (TLH), program utilizing ETFs
that track the S&P 500® Index could add up to an additional 2.9% per year of return, on average over a 5-year
holding period.1

•

TBC programs that monitor for opportunities throughout each and every trading day, maximize effectiveness
and minimize disruption to the desired investment exposure.

Tax Benefit Capture May Add $153K Average to a $1M S&P 500 Portfolio

1
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Based on our study evaluating S&P 500 returns and drawdowns (a TBC benchmark) over each holding period from 12/31/1999 thru 12/31/2020.
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“‘Tis impossible to be sure of anything but Death and Taxes.”
Christopher Bullock in The Cobbler of Preston

Bullock’s truth about death and taxes is undeniable. Or is it?2
I.

Indexing Has Become Mainstream. Tax Benefit Capture is Next…

Indexing has slowly but finally gained mass acceptance, more than four decades after the first retail index fund
was launched. Passive U.S. equity fund assets eclipsed their active counterparts for the first time ever in 2019.3
The appeal of indexing has been attributed to a variety of factors, including a recognition that fees matter. With
the rise of indexing, both active and passively managed fund fees have been in decline.4 But even decades in,
this revolution in falling portfolio management costs may still be in its early innings. The largest cost investors
likely still face, namely taxes, has yet to be addressed and conquered by many investors.5,6 From 2017-2019, for
instance, U.S. mutual funds alone distributed more than $1 Trillion in capital gains distributions.7 Overall, U.S.
investors collectively paid hundreds of billions in capital gains taxes annually, even in down market years such
as 2008.8 Indexing can help keep distributions and tax costs lower thanks to its generally lower turnover. Index
strategies incorporating Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) enjoy even greater tax advantages owing to ETFs’ unique
creation/redemption processes.9
However, many high net worth investors still frequently incur capital gains from business transactions and/or
other parts of their portfolios, such as active mutual funds, actively managed separate accounts, hedge funds or
private equity investments. Fortunately, there is a strategy to offset gains from other parts of the portfolio, and it
can be integrated with various approaches to indexing. That strategy is Tax Benefit Capture.
Tax Benefit Capture (TBC), otherwise known as tax loss harvesting, is not a new strategy, but one whose time
has finally arrived. TBC describes the selling of a position that has declined below its cost basis in order to “lockin” a realized loss.10 The realized loss can then be used to offset capital gains.11
TBC shares one of the same drivers of the growth of indexing: the benefit of lowering overall investment costs.
Yet, while cost savings in indexing alone are increasingly measured in terms of basis points, tax savings from TBC
can be measured in full percentages. In our study, we quantified TBC’s potential benefits to investors. This paper
describes the mechanics of TBC and discusses further considerations when implementing a TBC program.

This paper speaks to the potential to never pay, or at least reduce, certain taxes. The prospects of immortality, while beyond the scope of this paper, are also an
ever more interesting area. See for example, Yuval Noah Harari’s discussion of the topic in his recent book, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow. Harper, 2015.

2

Lim, Dawn. “Index Funds Are the New Kings of Wall Street.” Wall Street Journal, September 18, 2019. https://www.wsj.com/articles/index-funds-are-the-new-kingsof-wall-street-11568799004?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=16

3

Morningstar. “2018 Morningstar Fee Study Finds That Fund Prices Continue to Decline.” April 30, 2019. https://www.morningstar.com/articles/925303/2018morningstar-fee-study-finds-that-fund-prices-continue-to-decline

4

BlackRock, Inc. analysis of Morningstar data (as of Dec. 31, 2018).
Arnott, Rob. “Is Your Alpha Big Enough to Cover Its Taxes? A Quarter-century Retrospective.” June 2018. https://www.researchaffiliates.com/en_us/publications/
articles/675-is-your-alpha-big-enough-to-cover-its-taxes-a-quartercentury-retrospective.html

5
6

BlackRock. “Taxes” October 29, 2019. Universe includes all US domiciled active equity mutual funds, oldest share class used. S&P Dow Jones Indices
(Data as of January 3, 2019)

7

U.S. Department of the Treasury Office of Tax Analysis. “Taxes Paid on Long-Term Capital Gains, 1977-2014.” December 20, 2016. https://www.treasury.gov/
resource-center/tax-policy/tax-analysis/Documents/Taxes-Paid-on-Long-Term-Capital-Gains.pdf

8

ETF.com. “Why Are ETFs So Tax Efficient?” January 31, 2014. https://www.etf.com/etf-education-center/21017-why-are-etfs-transparent-and-tax-efficient.html
Tax Benefit Capture is similar to tax loss harvesting. One distinction is that the goal of Tax Benefit Capture is not merely to capture losses but to capture a benefit.
For instance, harvesting a loss might not be a benefit if it means selling a position and sitting in cash only to watch the position rebound. Tax Benefit Capture, in
contrast, would require an accompanying strategy to maintain exposure to that position or area of the market.

9

10

For more background on tax loss harvesting, see:https://www.greenharvestam.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/GHAM-Insight-TLH-July-2019.R1.pdf or
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidrae/2021/12/30/how-to-lower-your-2020-taxes-with-tax-loss-harvesting/

11
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss TBC’s benefits qualitatively.
Section III covers the results of our study to quantify the value-add potential of TBC based on a broad
history of S&P 500 returns. Section IV contains a summary of the hallmarks of a disciplined TBC
program. Appendix A provides details of the methodology, and Appendix B provides support for intraday monitoring for TBC opportunities.
II.

The Benefits of TBC
“A penny sav’d, is a penny got.”
Edward Ravenscroft12

A number of academic studies have evaluated the benefits of Tax Benefit Capture using a variety of
methodologies and assumptions. Their analysis generally suggests that tax loss harvesting can add
value to portfolios, in a number of cases in excess of two percent of tax alpha per year.13 Despite
these impressive results, they may still be understating the potential benefits due to two sets of
assumptions. First, many studies simply ignore the significant cost of state and local taxes, which
for high income earners living in high tax states can be a significant portion of their tax burden (see
Appendix A).14 Second, many studies assume assets are fully liquidated at the end of a designated
holding period whereupon capital gains taxes are fully assessed, an assumption we challenge in this
section.
First, let’s look at how TBC creates value.

Simply put, the value from TBC can be measured as the amount investors save from offsetting realized
capital gains. Consider an investor who has realized $100,000 of capital gains in a particular year. Assuming
for simplicity that the investor has a 50% combined tax rate, she may be obligated to pay $50,000 in capital
gains tax for that particular year. But now, let’s say the same investor harvests $100,000 of losses in that
same year by selling other holdings that are at a loss.15 In so doing, she may be able to offset those realized
12
Yes, this is the 2nd quote in this piece that is often attributed to Ben Franklin but was actually coined nearly 100 years prior to Ben’s in 1737: “A penny saved is two
pence clear.” The basic financial concept introduced here is that saving money is equivalent to earning it, i.e. what matters is the change in wealth from an action.
13
Tax alpha describes the value accrued from Tax Benefit Capture over time in consideration of investors’ combined tax rates. Tax alpha can be expressed as a percent
return and can include tracking difference to the benchmark as well as any fees associated with the strategy.
14
The passing of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 may also have increased the burden from state and income taxes on high income earners in high tax states.
15
A key component of Tax Benefit Capture would be to also simultaneously replace the position(s) sold with new position(s) offering similar investment exposure. For instance, the investor may own an energy sector ETF at a loss that she could replace with a similar, but not identical energy ETF to maintain exposure to that sector should
it recover. She would need to ensure the substitute position did not run afoul of the wash sale rule: https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p550.pdf. For simplicity, we’ve also
ignored the distinction between short-term vs. long-term rates in this example, although the tax rate implies short-term.
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gains thus saving the $50,000 potential tax liability. By avoiding having to pay the $50,000 tax, the investor
has, in effect, created a benefit that she can either reinvest or spend.
The next question: how much of these benefits can the investor keep? The answer ultimately will
depend on the individual investor’s situation. Here are three ways TBC benefits can play out over time.
1. Tax Rate Arbitrage. Often overlooked is the differential between short-term and long-term tax rates,
which can offer a form of tax rate arbitrage. Consider that the first year of a new position offers a
unique and critical opportunity. Losses harvested in a position’s first 12 months are deemed short-term
and can be offset against other realized short-term capital gains taxed at an often higher rate than longterm capital gains. Should investors harvest a position and simultaneously purchase a “substantially
similar” but not identical position,16 the new position will enjoy a fresh starting point from a tax cost
basis perspective. Further losses harvested over the ensuing 12 months can also be applied against
short-term gains from other areas of the portfolio. Even after offsetting losses at short-term rates, any
gains later realized after 12 months are still taxed at the potentially lower long-term rate.
2. Time Value of Money.17 Those familiar with the concept might be inclined to ask: If I’m getting a
benefit now that I will have to pay back in the future, how much is that (interest free loan from the
government) worth? The answer depends on the reinvestment rate of that money and the duration of
that loan, i.e. the holding period. In other words, the $50,000 tax savings today can be reinvested back
into the portfolio and can then compound over time. The longer investors can defer realizing gains, the
longer the savings can compound.
3. Death is - but Taxes are Surprisingly Not - Inevitable. Contrary to the popular saying, not all
investors may have to pay taxes in the future, even on assets they have accumulated from a TBC
strategy. If there are gains (i.e., securities prices go up post-Tax Benefit Capture) the unrealized gains
that accrue can be thought of as a form of optionality on several potential outcomes:
a. Timing - Investors can look to sell in future lower tax-rate years, for example during a year of
sabbatical, retirement, or loss of employment or business income.
b. Gifting - Investors can later give away the appreciated assets and potentially realize a
deduction for the gift, thus not ever having to pay tax on the appreciation. There’s a strong
argument that all charitable giving should be done by giving away appreciated assets.18
c. Step-Up - Investors may never have to pay tax on gains. Death will happen, and at that time
appreciated assets may benefit from a “step-up” in cost basis.19 Morbid perhaps, but the
investor and his/her heirs can benefit from this ultimate deferral.

Bottom Line: Investors can benefit from the differential between short and long-term tax rates,
the time value of money (interest free loan) for as long as they can defer the gains realization,
and with proper planning, potentially minimize or never pay gains tax.

Investors should study the guidelines or restrictions in regards to the wash sale rule: https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p550.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/timevalueofmoney.asp
18
https://www.thecpadesk.com/tax-and-accounting-desk/double-tax-benefits-donating-appreciated-stock/#targetText=2%20Benefits%20From%201%20
Gift,stock’s%20fair%20market%20value%2C%20and
19
https://smartasset.com/financial-advisor/stepped-up-basis
16
17
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III. Quantifying the Benefits of TBC
Looking at all potential 5-year holding periods on a rolling basis measured monthly over the
last 21 years, we found that the average S&P 500-based portfolio could have achieved an
additional return or tax alpha of 15.3%, or 2.9% per year before fees and costs, by providing
tax benefits to offset gains from other areas. This additional return from capturing the full
tax benefit opportunity could have added up to $153 thousand to a $1 million portfolio’s fifth
year ending value. See Chart I.
Chart I
We have found that Tax Benefit
Capture (TBC) can improve the aftertax returns in more than 97% of 5-year
holding periods based on a simple
measure of the TBC opportunity. More
sophisticated portfolio structures
could expand the TBC opportunity,
increasing both the size and probability
of capturing benefits. Not surprisingly,
the amount and timing of the potential
additional performance varies
substantially across market conditions
depending on the starting point. See
Appendix A for full discussion of
methodology and assumptions.
Over the average five-year period,
the total benefits of TBC reflect the
combined savings from potential
losses captured in each year as well as the compounded return from reinvesting the earlier captured
benefits. Chart II Illustrates the proportionate contribution of each of these factors.
Chart II
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A few observations and takeaways:
•

The first year of TBC contributed nearly $66,000 (43%) of the $153,000 total value added. As
discussed in Section II, the first year in the average five-year holding period offers the added
(tax arbitrage) benefit that any TBC can be used to offset other short-term gains which are
taxed at the potentially higher rate.

•

Additional TBC opportunities in years two through five contributed another $61,000 (40%).
Although the cumulative total losses captured were greater in these years, most of these
captures were of a long-term nature and thus at a lower assumed tax rate.

•

Reinvestment of prior TBC benefits contributed $25,000 (16%) in total and became an evergrowing proportion of the total benefits over time due to compounding.

As discussed in Section II, there are a number of circumstances under which investors need not pay
tax on gains, or at minimum, they may be able to time their liquidation with a lower tax rate. Achieving
the full potential tax alpha benefit (2.9%/year) assumes the investor avoids realizing capital gains from
liquidating the portfolio at a future date by either gifting or stepping up the basis.
However, assuming the least ideal conditions, where the portfolios are liquidated at the end of every
five-year holding period at the maximum long-term rate, the total benefits from TBC still average 0.9%
per year. This figure represents the cumulative value of the tax arbitrage and growth from reinvesting
the tax benefits captured in the first five years.
Chart III illustrates this “least ideal” liquidation scenario at the end of each five-year holding period.
Chart III

The more investors can defer gains realization, employ gifting strategies, or only partially realize gains in
future low tax rate years, the closer they can get to capturing the full potential benefits of a TBC program.
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IV. Designing a TBC Program – Considerations and Costs
A TBC program can add value if executed thoughtfully and efficiently. Investors should recognize that a
robust TBC program is a dynamic proactive process requiring ongoing monitoring and evaluation of not only
the individual investor’s circumstances, but also positions, exposures, trading costs, available securities, as
well as the methodology of the TBC program itself. This section highlights a few key considerations.
Ongoing Monitoring - Currently, many investors who do engage in tax loss harvesting wait until year-end
to look for opportunities. This can dramatically reduce the opportunity to capture benefits (particularly in the
critical first year) – see Appendix B. Disciplined TBC programs that continuously monitor for opportunities
throughout the year - including throughout each and every trading day - can improve results dramatically.
Manage Tracking Error, Wash Sale and Substitutes - Many traditional approaches also involve
liquidating the losing position, only to hold cash for the requisite 31 days in observance of the “wash
sale” rule and be underexposed should the market recover imminently. Investors should instead have
a well-developed and ongoing program to maintain desired market exposures. For instance, when
liquidating a position to capture a benefit, one best practice is to simultaneously purchase a substitute
position. Investors should consider whether substitute positions adhere to the requisite standards
to avoid a ‘wash sale’ and have an ongoing process for evaluating substitutes based on appropriate
security selection criteria as well as portfolio fit.20 TBC necessarily involves changing a portfolio’s
exposure so investors should give consideration on how to best manage its potential impact on
deviations from the benchmark exposure.
Dynamic Trading Process - In contrast to simple buy and hold indexing, TBC involves more frequent
active trading to capture opportunities. A disciplined TBC program will take trading costs into
consideration so as only to capture benefits when worthwhile. Fortunately, as trading costs have been
on the decline21, the potential net benefits of implementing TBC are now more attractive than ever.
Increasing Sophistication - Incorporating TBC objectives into portfolio construction can increase the
opportunities for benefits even further. For instance, adopting a sector ETF approach to broad U.S. equity
exposure can increase the likelihood and magnitude of capturing tax benefits. Moreover, the focus in this
paper has been on long-only indexing using a broad index, which may understate the potential benefits
of a TBC strategy. Simply adding a hedge or short component to a long-only portfolio could dramatically
increase a portfolio’s TBC potential.22
V. Summary
Investors are increasingly using Tax Benefit Capture (TBC) to increase returns by controlling their
number one cost: taxes. Our analysis shows TBC has the potential to add up to 2.9% per year of tax
alpha on average, looking at five-year holding periods from this century.
Deferring and potentially never having to realize gains goes hand in glove with the philosophy behind
TBC and indexing. The value of the interest free “loan” that TBC offers increases as benefits are
reinvested to compound over time. Investors may want to consider their ability to defer the realization
of gains as long as possible, if not permanently through complementary strategies such as gifting.
For portfolios that are constructed to achieve the returns of a broad index, applying a sophisticated TBC
program is the next logical step in a comprehensive investment strategy.
20
Substitutes deemed substantially identical to the liquidated position may result in disallowal of loss deduction. See https://www.sec.gov/answers/wash.htm and
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p550.pdf
21
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-charles-schwab-commissions/charles-schwab-to-end-commissions-for-stock-trading-shares-fall-idUSKBN1WG41J
22
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.2469/faj.v74.n1.1
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APPENDIX A: Methodology of Study
1. Addressing Path Dependency - Every investor has a different entry point
One critical component to evaluating the performance of certain investment strategies, including TBC,
is the uniqueness of each client’s situation and experience. Current and future individual tax rates
matter, as does how long the investor will remain invested. But even holding those factors constant,
there is a significant difference in one’s opportunity set depending on the timing of one’s entry point.
For instance, a portfolio invested when stocks bottomed from the Global Financial Crisis in March
2009 would likely have fewer TBC opportunities than an identical portfolio invested at the October
2007 market top. To more systematically evaluate the benefits of TBC, we look at a broad set of both
starting and ending dates.
Specifically, we analyzed the potential TBC opportunity using a rolling returns methodology over fiveyear holding periods using the last 21 years of S&P 500 Index monthly returns. This provided over 190
different starting periods to evaluate. Our approach evaluated the potential benefits of TBC for a broad
range of market conditions that occurred during that distribution.

2. Key Assumptions in Methodology
•

All returns are monthly price returns of the S&P 500 Index. Dividends were excluded from all
calculations for ease of comparison. Indexes are not investable and returns do not reflect the
deduction of any fees or expenses.

•

Average rolling five-year periods were calculated from January 2000 through December 2020.
The 21st century has included three major market declines (2000-2002, 2007-2009 and March
2020), but despite this, the S&P 500 return before dividends averaged 36.8% over the five-year
holding periods.

•

The TBC opportunity was calculated from initial investment at the beginning of each holding
period to the date that the S&P 500 Index experienced its maximum decline. Thus, the
TBC opportunity amounts assume that the entire opportunity was captured on the date of
maximum decline.

•

Holding costs and transaction costs were not included in the methodology. We also assumed that
the portfolio could be traded without liquidity or other market frictions affecting the trade price.

•

As noted above, each portfolio’s cost basis was initiated as of the beginning of each holding
period (initial investment).

•

We assumed that the TBC strategy was not constrained by the IRS “wash sale” rule, and
therefore shares that were sold at a loss were repurchased immediately. While this assumption
may appear to overstate the benefits of loss harvesting, its effects may be marginal, since a
different security with similar return characteristics may be purchased in practice, albeit with
some potential for tracking error.

•

In year one of each period, 100% of tax benefits were captured as short-term losses. We
assumed a simple 50%/50% split between short and long-term losses for year two, and
25%/75% for year three. Year four losses were assumed as 100% long term. Note, whenever
a loss is captured, it has the effect of resetting the cost basis starting date such that
subsequent captures within the same year would also qualify for short-term rate treatment.
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•

We assumed that all realized benefits from TBC were used to offset equivalent amounts of
short-term or long-term capital gains incurred in other parts of the portfolio in the year in which
they were incurred.

•

Any tax savings realized from TBC were reinvested into the portfolio at the end of each
calendar year. We did not assume any additional TBC benefits were captured from this
reinvested capital.

•

For simplicity, there are no additional cash flows in or out of the portfolio during each holding
period. In practice, additional deposits are expected to increase potential TBC opportunities as
the S&P 500 had a generally upward bias over the full 20-year period.

•

TBC by its nature tends to disproportionately benefit investors in high tax brackets. For the
length of the study, we used an average of California’s and New York’s combined federal and
state 2019 tax rates assuming the highest income bracket:23
–

Long-Term (greater than 1 year) average rate = 36.8%

–

Short-Term (less than 1 year) average rate = 53.8%

23
Federal rates of 20% for long-term and 37% for short-term. Affordable Care Act: 3.8%. Includes a combined state and local rate of 13% which is an average of:
California (13.3%) and New York, NY (8.82% + 3.88%). Local taxes in California were excluded as San Francisco is the only jurisdiction in California levying a tax. Neither
state distinguishes short-term from long-term capital gains for state tax purposes. Sources: https://taxfoundation.org/local-income-taxes-2019/ https://www.tax-brackets.org/californiataxtable https://smartasset.com/taxes/income-taxes https://smartasset.com/investing/capital-gains-tax-calculator
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APPENDIX B: Frequent Monitoring Increases the Opportunity to Capture Benefits

Waiting until year-end likely means missing the best opportunities. This was well illustrated in 2019
with major stock indices such as the S&P 500, Nasdaq and Dow setting record highs at year-end.
The S&P 500 rose 22.3% the first 10 months of the year, but there were opportunities for Tax Benefit
Capture (TBC) throughout the year, particularly during the May and July 2019 pullbacks.
How much does varying the frequency of monitoring matter?
To answer this question, we evaluated four different timing approaches to TBC:
•

Year-End

•

Monthly

•

Daily

•

Intra-day, i.e., throughout the day, every day, whenever opportunities occur

We identified the largest declines of
the S&P 500 over rolling 12-month
periods for the last 20 years and
determined which timing approach
would have been able to capture
those losses. To compare the
potential TBC opportunity among
approaches, the accompanying
chart shows the average percent
decline in the S&P 500 that
each timing approach could have
captured in a 12-month period
based on our evaluation.24

Not surprisingly, TBC opportunity increases the more frequently the market is monitored. But what
may be surprising is the magnitude. Waiting until December could mean missing nearly 3/4ths of the
available opportunity. This is for the simple reason that the more often market prices and activity are
evaluated, the more likely that declines in prices may be identified and captured.

24

Short term losses, i.e. losses occurring in positions held for less than one year may be used to offset short-term gains at the marginal income tax rate.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES:
Green Harvest Asset Management (GHAM) does not provide tax advice. Although GHAM does
not employ a Certified Public Accountant on its staff, we have, and continue to work with outside
accounting firms and outside tax counsel that provide ongoing guidance and updates on all relevant
tax law. Federal, state and local tax laws are subject to change. GHAM is not responsible for providing
clients updates on any changes in tax laws, rules or statutes.
Reasons to harvest capital losses, sources of capital gains and the suggestion that mutual funds
distribute capital gains are for example purposes only and not meant to be tax, estate planning or
investment advice in any form or for any specific client.
All performance and estimates of strategy performance, tax alpha, tax benefit capture opportunities
and other performance figures are derived from data provided from third-party sources. All estimates
were created with the benefit of hindsight and may not be achieved in a live account. The data received
by GHAM is unaudited and its reliability and accuracy is not guaranteed.
The availability of tax alpha is highly dependent upon the initial date and time of investment as well as
market direction and security volatility during the investment period. Tax benefit capture outcomes may
vary greatly for clients who invest on different days, weeks, months and all other time periods.
All past returns of indices do not include the impact of advisor fees. Past performance and volatility
figures should not be relied upon as an indicator of future performance or volatility.
This material is not intended to be relied upon as legal, investment or tax advice in any form or for any
specific client. The information provided does not take into account the specific objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of any specific person. All investments carry a certain degree of risk, and
there is no assurance that an investment will perform as expected over any period of time.
As a convenience to our readers, this document may contain links to information created and
maintained by third party sites. Please note that we do not endorse any linked sites or their content,
and we are not responsible for the accuracy, timeliness or even the continued availability or existence
of this outside information. While we endeavor to provide links only to those sites that are reputable
and safe, we cannot be held responsible for the information, products or services obtained from such
other sites and will not be liable for any damages arising from your access to such sites.
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of common stocks publicly traded in the United States. The
S&P 500 Index is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global or its affiliates.
“S&P 500” is a trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, a division of S&P Global.
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